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So here we go. The last one. The bg 8. It fell upon me to write the editorial to this farewell edition of "Semper", after 
drawing the short editorial straw. 
What can ! say? It's been lots of fun, both the good and the bad and the ugly; having people come and tell me that this 
year's "Semper" has been the best they've seen, as well as people calling me a "fascist" and a "Nazi"; having 8,000 copies 
(on average) of each issue being snapped out by readers in a record breaking two days, as well as having the "Semper 
must resign" rally organised in the first semester, etc. etc. We knew that we would De a controversial editorial leam and 
that we would never satisfy ali the sections of student community (however much we would try to stay fair and balanced), 
because for some people, alas, you can only be objective if you present one (i.e. their) side of the story. 
We never tried to hide that we have our own political views, but as opposed to all the other student magazines in Australia, 
past, present and future, we tried to confine those views to the editorial page, replies to the letters to the editor, and only 
very rarely did our personal views on political and social issues crossed over into the substantive part of "Semper" (one of the 
exceptions being the Election Report in this issue). We are proud of that record and we stand by it. When it came to 
discussing issues such as education funding, Voluntary Student Unionism, library restructuring, permanent peacekeeping 
force, nuclear testing or the environment generally we always published "both sides of the story". You only have to loo< 
through "Semper" this year to see that the allegation we didn't publish articles coming from left-wing perspectives is a com-
plete load of garbage. Similarly we didn't have any restrictions on potential contributors - everyone was welcome (includ-
ing those who voted against us in the '95 and '96 student elections) and the number of peopie who wrote for us this year 
and who wotld describe themeselves as left-wing speaks for itself. Cne can only wish that student publications 
generally were as willing as "Semper" was this year to publish material that the edito's didn't agree with, from 
contributors that were their political opposites. If the above seems to you like a huge wank and a major case 
of blowing one's own trumpet, it's only the evidence of how personally annoyed I am with all the 
accusations of being too political, biased, dicriminatory, prone to censorship etc. The accusations 
were mainly coming from that special and lovely section of student population that thinks 
it owns "Semper" as part of its birthright and is, oh, so very indignant when 
"Semper" ceases to publish articles glorifying drug use, pilloring fascist 
multinationals and calling for castration of all the males/turning 
Australia into one huge national park/violent proletarian 
revolution; instead trying to appeal to the student 
mainstream. We hope we succeeded, and to all the 
malcontents a hearty "fuck you". One day you will 
grow up. 
When we were elected last year we promised you 
to deliver a "Semper" that was readable and 
hopefully humorous and informative. We've 
tried damned hard; it's up to you to judge to 
what extent we delivered. We didn't come 
into the job trying to change the world, raise 
the student consciousness, effect a massive 
societal change or save the desert wombat 
from extinction. "Semper" is not a 
propaganda machine; it's just 44 or so 
pages you pick up once every month, leaf 
through, maybe find something that will 
captivate you for few minutes, and then 
dispose of in the nearest bin or leave it for the 
future generations on a table in a refec. 
Tomorrow, much less a year from now, you 
won't remember what was in "Semper" or who 
the editors were; it's just not very important at all 
in the scheme of things. Some people would like 
to think otherwise, but this is the (sad) truth. 
Let me at the end thank all my fellow editors, 
contributors and friends for making "Semper" 
good value for money again, and a great 
experience for me personally. There are too 
many of you to name indvidually, so you'll 
have to be satisfied with one collective 
slap on the back. Also big thanks to 
our sponsors and supporters; 
Nestle, Mitsubishi, Exxon,' 
McDonalds and Shell. 
Arthur. 
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Dear Semper Editors! 
Congratulations! After last year's Women's Etjition of Semper, I thought that I could see no worse effort. I 
guess I should have known after incredulously opening the pages of this year's Semper, and each time being 
amazed what kind of crap you come up with, but alas You managed to be victorious, wilh stiff opposition, 
and have managed to produce a worse Women's Edition. Again, I congratulate you. 
I would panicuiarly like to single out the Editorial - a brilliant piece of work in support of all the misogynist, 
maleocratlc sentiments out Ihere in society. (What I can't fathom, though, is why you actually pretend to care 
about women's issues! I mean, just come out and say that you think women belong in the kitchen and be 
done with it. There is no need lo pretend: your buddies know that's what you mean, and any clear thinking 
person out Ihere will realise it also). In detail then: JBK says that "women are doing extremely well indeed", 
and quotes 5 female presidents, 3 prime ministers, etc etc. While it may be true that there are more women 
in politics nowadays, FIVE presidents is hardly "doing extremely well indeed", if you consider that roughly half 
the world's population is made up of women! And, while I am proud of the achievements of Cheryl Kernot 
and Jenny George, these two women are hardly enough to justify your statement that "in Australia, powerful 
women abound". The reason why there are more women in parliament that there ever was is simply because 
they were put in "unwinnable" seats, and, as a consequence, were simply not expected to get into parliament. 
And a question: how many female ministers are there in Australia? And I think that your reference lo 
Margaret Thatcher and Golda Meir are ridiculous. To back up your argument (v/hich just slops short of say-
ing - "the gi1s are doing so well now we can stop fighting for Iheir rights") of the vast numbers of women in 
power, you are resorting to referring (o (hose who no longer have power! You also forgot Queen Victoria -
she was a pretty strong monarch, she had power. And don't stop there! While you're on the monarchy, just 
list Elizabeth and Diana too 
1 also cannot help but comment on the on-going debate oelween you and the ex-Semper reader, I was born, 
and spent half my life, in a former "Communist" country. No, the system didn't work. Yes, it was oppressive, 
and I am happy that il is over. But that doesn't mean that people shouldn't try again, with similar principles 
(ie vesting property in the community), but with a different method (ie minus the violent overthrow of the pre-
vious government, simply by helping people realise that this system is beneficial for them). 
Finally, I wculd like to thank you for the wonderful effort you have put in, in support of the left-wing forces 
around uni. After proclaiming that you are not politically biased and are trying to represent most of the stu-
denl body in a way your predecessors failed to, you have managed to alienate almost everybody who does 
not have a life membership in the Liberal or National parties, with your conservative, one-sided coverage of 
any issue. 
Oh, and, Marcus -1 really don't like your poetry. Please don't publish it ever gain. 
Thank you. 
Hedvika Knopova 
Dear Hedvika, 
Apparently, spending over half your life behind the 
iron curtain wasn't>enough, which I guess is sad, 
because it was enough for the great majority of peo- ' 
pie concerned. I too, was born, and spent over half \. 
my life in a former communist country and I definitely-
know. people shouldn't try again with similarvprinci-
ples because you can't use different methods; most-
ly because you can't alter the society so thoroughly 
and depriye people of private property without vio-
lence and dictatorship. It's that simple and it's hap-
pened in every case in the past. 
Arthur 
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(f^eply #2) 
Oh, and Hedvika. 1 really couldn't give a toss whether or not you like my poetry. Having spent the weeks of the electon cam-
paign being published by armchair literary critics whose idea of a rice phrase is the latest "Powderfinger" lyric, I'm in no mood 
to respond politely. It would have been so damn easy lo just pass off my stuff under a wanky pseudonym, but I thought I'd be 
honest and admit that a bit of ihe poetry in Semper this year has been by me. If you didn'l like it. tough. Wrile your own, write 
anything, but don't insult my intelligence wilh such puerile, petulant tantrum-throwing, 
A Merry Christmas to you and get stuffed, 
Marcus Salisbury 
Hedvika, 
•I'm sorry-if my Editorial seemed misogynist to you. I can assiJre-A/ou that I have no time for sexism and that equal opportunity is at the very core of 
my political creed. However, I must point out -1 am for equal opportunity, not equal results. True equality between the sexes, races et cetera will come 
when 100% df the population has 100% access to whatever work they want to do in society. Equality will not come when 50% of the world's leaders, 
executives, checkout operators and garbage collector's are female, or 51% if the percentage happens to be that, or 47%, or 60%. And while, as I said 
in the Editorial, It's not a perfect picture out here for women, it could be worse and it's actually quite good since the majority of those female heads of 
government are (or were) in the Third World, an area not known for its respect for the views of Germaine Greer, Hillary Clinton et cetera. Two are 
from Middle Eastern Islamic nations (Turkey and Pakistan) - you know, where women wear veils - and one is from India - you know, where unaccept-
able wives are doused in grease and set alight by the in-laws. And all of these were democratically elected- not put into power by virtue of revolution 
or hereditary (which is why I did not mention Victoria), As for referring to those out of power at the moment like Margaret Thatcher, does that fact annul 
their entire example? Surely that is like saying Italians don't have to worry about a fascist resurgence because Mussolini has been dead for 51 years. 
While the lot of women everywhere is not perfect, the fact that a few talented women have ascended theNheights of power in some of the worst spots^  
for women's rights means that progress is being made. Just because I chose to devote m'y editorial to Jooking at the success of women so far rather 
than dwelling (as I should have if 1 were politically correct) on how crappy ills to be a woman today, does not mean I am a misogynist. Just an optP 
Dear JBK, 
Though you may not think that art is mere-
ly entertainment, your holding of this atti-
tude is clearly evinced by your practice of 
judging the aesthetic value of objects by 
their moral content. "Natural Born Killers" 
may well be violent trash - bul that is a 
moral judgement. 
As 'or Shakespeare, Chaucer, Swift and 
Orwell - Shakespeare had a tendency lo 
violently murder all cf his main characters 
(What else is "Macbeth" bul an al times 
sympathetic analysis of a pair of 
sociopaths?) and Swift was a copora-
phobe who had scenes of people being 
defecated on in "Gulliver's Travels". Are 
these really massively dissimilar morally 
lo "Natural Born K.ilers", which merely 
draws from late 20the century styles such 
as comics and video clips? 
I cannot believe that John Grisham has 
the gall to sue Oliver Stone for NBK when 
he has written "A Time to Kill" - a book 
which supports vigilante justice. (Which 1 
have also neither seen nor read...) 
NBK may not be "Animal Farm', but is is a 
satire. George Orv/ell actually v/rote a 
particularly insightful essay on morality 
and art, which you may be aware of. 
"Benefit of the Clergy: Notes on Salvador 
Dall," I mainly agree with him on this - art 
should be open to both aesthetic and 
moral judgement. As Onwell said "One 
ought to be able to hold in one's head 
simultaneously the two facts that Dali is a 
good draughtsman and a disgusting 
human being." Violent media is both a 
cause and an effect of violence in society. 
Open slather censorship, as you are 
proposing, is too extreme, 
Adam Burke. 
Dear-Adam Burke, 
Shakespeare's violence is far different to that of today. Shakespeare never glorified violence (even if some of his 
characters did) nor did he' desensitise the audience to the idea of death by having murderers joke while doing 
their nefarious deeds. Rather, he affirmed their humanity, so that when they died you knew a r^ eal person was 
dying, you are. never fed the Idea that death is at all acceptable or fun.' 
"A Time To Kill" (the bdok, at least) was an examination of vigilantism and whether it is an acceptable solution, 
no matter how heinous the crime. Besides, the original criminals (the rapists) are shown as real people, their mur-
der wias not undertaken lightly and it also shows that there are consequences for all such actions, be they just (ir 
not, as "opposed to fhe-consequence-less murders that other Hollywood characters undertake. ' 
I also agree that art ought to be open to aesthetic and mdral jilidgementsl However, 1 don't think anyone'cduld 
say that Oliver Stone is a good draughtsrftan (at least, not recently). While I have not seen "Natural Born Killfers'\ 
I did see "Nixon" (which, thankfully, I didn't have to pay to see)-. Stone is obviously a director of great artistic pre-
tensioris, for I understand that NBK suffered from similarly ovisr-lhertop effects as "Nixon". 
\ • , • ' ' . • • ' ' 
I must also agree with you that violent media is both, a cause and effect of. a. violent society, but I don't believe 
that excuses Bruce Willis, S,teven ^egal, ArnolfJ S'chvyaVzenegger et cetera from making such vile and yiolent 
films. When has real life ever mirrored on of the "Die Hard" films? i : - • ' ' ' , ' 
• . ; , , ' ' ' • I I , I ' . ' ' ' ' ' I • I ' ' r 
Finally, I never proposed open slather censorship (except for home censorship, which is a parent's iright). I did 
say it would be unworkable today. Even if 1 had proposed it, it would only affect those who wished to drag the 
^udience into the gutter^with them, as I said in my last reply.! What I did propose'was selfrcensorship by 
Hollywood itself, a mature and considered restraint which is netlessary given their enormous and incalculable 
effebt on society's^ attitudes. In what 'way is limiting Hojlywood's ability to propagate anti-social filth like sexism, 
racism or gratuitous violence extreme? It is extreme only to racist, sexist or violent p'eopie. While they do have 
an inalienable, natural nght to think that way, and even toimake films like that, it is not something that the major 
media/entertainment corporations ought to be allowed to make, distribute or show, :. .. . ,. •' 
(Editors Notetjhe passage (n my last response beginning with'"it should be remembered..." to "...thought to have 
'artistic merif was not my own wot;ds, but in fact a quote from fwlichael Medred's book "Hollywood vs America.) 
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"There's no jesting; there's laying on, take't 
off who will, as they say. There be hacks I" 
S h a k e s p e a r e , " T r o i l u s and C r e s s i d a , " Act One Scene Two. 
Having been woken up now i t ' s a l l over ( jus t l i k e I asked co be) , i t ' s q u i t e 
nice to know t h a t e l e c t i o n s are behind us , t h a t the reams of s h i t - s h e e t s and 
e l ec t ion Serr.pers are s a f e l y tucked away in tho l a n d - f i l l s i t e s of t h i s 
oxpan.sive city, and :<•: dinerf. can once rr.ore rr.asticate in peace, uninolGst 
LOATHING 
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ed by fruitcakes wanting to become part-time entoiriology 
representatives on Council, or so.Tie such other vital ego-booster. 
Student Union Elections never cease to ama::e me. Kvery year, 
regular as your Auntie Mabel on All-Bran, we get the usual array of well-
dressed, well-meaning types promising to represent the silent majority (and 
whose team name is eternally followed on Loftio shitsheets by "-Young 
Liberals"), designer-hippy folk promising to represent all thoir friends i.n 
the coffee shop with green hair and pierced everything (and generally 
succeeding: shame everybody else doesn't matter much), a sort of middle-road 
ALP centre/right team that ends up looking more lefty than the Lefties then-
selves and, just to make life more 
interesting than it might otherwise be, a few token Commie 
bigmouths shrieking blue bloody murder over how out-of-touch and violent 
the Union is (and, as happened this year, threatening to kneecap certain . 
members of the "Direction" team at the bus stop, before a nauseated 
audience of a hundred or so people. The campus Non-violence group were also 
affiliated with CHANGE. Don't worry kids, we know you didn't mean it). 
This year, the "silent majority" mob were called DIRECTION, being led by the 
v-jry handsomo Marcus Brown, the hippies were VOICE (as in "His Master's";, 
the ;entre/right, 3r right,'centre, sort: of moderate, middle-of-the-road folk 
were YO'J (whijh led to all sorts of confusion thanks to phrases like "Oh, I 
Lhink you have a chance of winning") and the loud, abusive extremist Yeti 
types went by the title CHANGE 'in affectionate homage to their presidential 
candidate's name). Oh, and the Socialists ran, too. Actually they sort of-
ambled, but at least thoy were honest enough to admit that they thought we 
didn't need elections at all, anywhfre. 
Union Elections follow a fairly set kind of pattern: nominations close ftout 
half-way through the year, the teams rush to find people to fill the 
nominations, these people are usually cluey enough to fill out t l ^ 
nomination forms properly (not this year though, in some cases), the forriy 
go in and the campaigns start a while later. Ordinary folk about Uni are 
then lecture-bashed, shit-sheeted and generally harassed into voting for 
whoever (ridiculously enough, though every student forks out two hundred-
something bucks to line the Union's coffers, nobody actually has to vote for 
the peopje who intend to spend it), in the last v/eek of terrr., polling 
booths open all over the campus, anc this year the CoJleges, the usual 
scrum IS formed around the doors of the Main Refec and innocent ciners 
have sheets thrust into their salivating faces by the candidates, who 
by this stage spend more time ye]]ing at each ether than they do cam-
paigning. Counting begins during the first holiday week, and everyone 
goes away to got pissed except tho poor electoral staff, who have tc 
stand about counting up to two thousand all day. 
That's democracy at work, folks (well, about as cemocratic an it gets 
without Voluntary Student Unionism at any rate). As you can see from 
the table that'ri (hopefully) been included somewhere here, VOICE 
scooped the pool this year, thanks to a campaign that, if the visual 
evidence at the Main Rofec is anything to go by, was honest enough to 
go straight for the nosering vote. Voting week was, sc I'm told 
[being a bit ill for most of tho5;e day.-;}, a .spectacular parade of 
vaguely hu.Tianoid voters v\'ith flares, pierced bits, sneakers and kiddie 
school ports on their backs. You know, everybody's redneck Uncle's 
idea of students. Ho prizes for guessing v;hc they voted tor. DIREC-
TION ran a distant second, despite a campaign that ran like clockwork 
from the start (and accurately completed nomination forms). CHANGE 
came third, after a camipaign that consisted of making as much noise as 
possible, threatening DIRECTIOM people with physical violence, and 
i'possibly for the first time in history) encouraging a huge degree cf 
solidarity between the mainstream left and right teams. This solidari-
ty reached an impressive level on the final day of voting, during 
which a truly fearsome concoction of goo was prepared, for use on a 
particularly repulsive CHAJ^ GE person during the traditional end-of-
election water fight. Unfortunately, the prospective goo-ee got wind 
of what was planned and nicked off before the shit hit the shit. 
No doubt VOICE will now do their best to roil back the forces cf 
Vanstone, give everyone a free dope plant for Christmas, defeat the 
evil Eorg collective, spell "hierarchy" properly and generally ensure 
that every sunrise will look as if it's been painted by John Turner. 
Just don't be surprised if nothing really happens, that's all. 
As far as Semper vi;as concerned, we basically had a three-way race 
between BUZZ, X-FILES, ar.d PARMTOIA. The X-FILES and P.ARAJ-iCIA pitched 
their campaigns very .much at the same crowd, and polled like anyone 
v;hc gets their constituency split in half. There were sorr;e people 
called GAHLI-IARA or calamari or something, who brought cut what looked 
like a single laundry list outlining their petUj,ant, pretentious beefs 
about Semper this year. Apart from tiiat, they were near-invisible. 
Personally, I think they were probably the extremist wing cf last 
year's FOG team, minus the super-soakers (though they needed them 
more). Despite a valiant effort by the X-FILES, and also by the sole 
mobile member of PARAt-JOIA, BUZZ won en a platform cf ch-£0 wacky, -.any 
close-ups of insects, twerps on rcllerblades and "wanky poems" from 
'Marcus." Nice one gang, I'm sure Semper next year will be a fine 
paper, in the Leftie tradition of fine papers that most cf us non-
artistic types just can't appreciate (not even the poems about periods 
and ten-page druggo opuses}. Make the paper nice and soft and 
absorbent, anyway, more so than your mini-se.mpers. 
So that's it for another yoar, and the usual suspects'll be back out 
in '97, stirring up apathy all over the cam.pus. Weil, the lefty ones 
will, ani'way. Tories eventually graduate. Always remember: get 
involved, think about the issues and vote accordingly. Don't let 
vested interests put words in your mcuths and misrepresent your val-
ues. And be careful what you wish for, folks. You .Tiight get it. 
Marcus Salisbury 
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Iternative is most often cited to categorise a particular thing rather than being spelt out as a distinct culture. The nehulous meaning of the term 
makes it highly negotiable and the label is applied according to the opinions of the user. 
What one person considers alternative is not alternative to another. We are inclined to take recourse to a scale of "alterna-
tiveness", where one thing can be placed in a\position which is more or less alternate than something else. This is a bit easi-
er than defining the precise elements of "alternativeness" of a song or a look. 
Similarly, while an "alternative" culture is conceivable as a collection of "alternative" attitudes, it is^near impossible to define exactly which attitudes 
necessarily make up an "alternative" culture. Obviously the term moans "non-conformist" or "imconventional". An "alternative" culture, therefore, 
would have to be a culture of uneonventionalityi 
In the opinion of this writer, culture as a whole.is moylng towards the alternative end of the scale in its toleration of many different forms of music, 
films, fashions, etc., Jn effect, "alternative" culture is overtaking the "mainstream". The question v/hich then inevitably arises is: how can'it be called 
alternative? . •. 
Maybe it Is more effective to look at the\way in whicli the term Is used. I'm sure we've all heard people say • 
° * -, '^ "• I was listening to" .." before it became commercial. 
"^  . ^ - . These people are saying "I'm more alternative than you, 
-. ^ '" •" ' 'because I was firstl" and obviously can't hear what dickheads 
• ^ V \ \m%l :. \JM • , * J^ JJJ is too mainstream - only ZZZ is alternative. Tho love of 
the alternative for the sEike'of not being normal. "^  
, Then there's the claim of the fashion innovator: I was alter-
native before it was cool to be alternative. This leads to the 
complete rejection of "alternativity". 
"by Simon Vincett 
Don't call me alternative - alternative is 
fashionable and I'm not part of i^ t (I'm ^' 
alternative to alternative.) Poor mis-
guided fool! You're decisions are 
still determined'by fashion, aren't 
they! . , '• ' 
Sometimes these people mean "rebellious" 
when they say "alternative". They mean 
they are oiitside "mainstream" culture and 
they oppose, it, for conscious reasons or 
noji. Therefore they listen to ZZZ exactly 
because it is not mair^ streani". (This is not 
to suggest that ZZZ itself is mindlessly 
"alternative" for the sake of not being 
"mainstream", but that some of ZZZ's loud-
est supporters don't seem to care what 
they listen to as long as it's not "main-
stream"). 
Sometimes people are "alternative"' i,. 
because it is fashionable to be avant-garde, 
and not simply a follower of mainstream 
fashion. But this is just following a new 
fashion - to be "alternative" - which is 
determined by being what is not main-
stream fashion. 
These negative definitions of "alternative" - what "alternative culture" is opposed to rather than what it is - is a form of prejudice. To be 
"alternative" Just to be opposed to the "mainstream" is to disregard a whole section of culture without even considering it. T h i s IS 9)11 
. ^ unhealthy attitude to have. 
However, we need not reject the term "alternative" as the fashion innovator does. It still has meaning and value. Taking a critical approach is 
certainly more desirable than bUndly following mainstream culture. This approach would indeed develop a culture of unconventionality which 
could be appropriately labelled an "alternative" culture. 
The best meaning of "alternative" is "different" and "innovative" and, in this sense, it seems that embracing "alternative" culture can only be a 
good thing for society. If multicultural music is available for consumption, foreign films are an option along with Hollywood fare and "alterna-
tive" fashion is encountered as well as Myer fashion, our culture as whole can only get richer. The assimilation of these "alternative" cultures 
will iruect new elements into our culture, making new choices available to us. 
If we are open-minded to the value of "mainstream" culture we benefit from all elements of culture. 
When you select and combine the elements you like, you produce a highly individual statement and create for yourself the only truly alternative 
culture - your own. 
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What does it 
take to be 
HAPPY 
H A r r I N E S S . I 'ovo tnis word, it means a 'ot to rTiG. It's that feeling that tells me whon I'm feeiinq qood. What 
an^ azGS me pro'ounrily anrl constantly is the multiplicity of ways people are usinr^ , trying to conjjrc this cn-otion in tl-.cir 
souls. I fir^ d tnern so niind-boggliruj that I just need to say someth:ng about them. So bear with me as I untangle my 
thoughts. 
Some say you are happy when you do something worthwhile in your life. At this po'nt in time for most cf the student types 
out there, it's getting those grades to get ttiat job. And vvc believe that if vve get that job, we'll be happy, because we'll bo 
getting that dream car and t'nat dream hrjusc- and live happily ever alter (happier if you have a good retirement p!an as vvcl:). 
But let's face it. How many of you out there still believe you'il get that ;0b you want when you graduate? As if it's not 
depressing enough watchi.'ig tne newsreaders chant the unemployment figures, we've still got friends who have graduated 
vvith honoL,r5 for a year, and are still looking fcr a job. And j so.metimes think to myself, is thiS ail worth the pa:n and the suf-
fering I put myself through' Do you still got truly elated when you see these magic nuiTibers lining your result slips (those 
pathetic looking pieces of paoor that you tear off the end of your enrolment form)? I must admit that these days those digits 
give me as much excitement as seeing my brother when I walk into the house. I bet some of you out there identify witii me on 
this, "As long as I pass, I don t care" type of attitude is the in tiling now. If you've got it in you, you're hip. Nothing m.orc 
important now in Uni than to be hip and coo!. So maybe results is not the end all and be all. Could there be something else? 
Some say you are happy when you've found that special someone to love and who loves you back. Gosh, the number of people I 
know who goes through these phases is phenomena! K'ow, you guys have to admit, people these days come up to you talking about 
thoir lovo life more often than anything else. It's either I dumped the guy 'cos he wanted to sleep with mc when I wasn't 
ready, or I dumped tne girl 'cos she wasn't that great in bee. Sounds li'^ e the mild version of Melrose Place. This stuff 
is so rampant on Uni grounds, I even get strangers comiing up to me asking me to translate their love letters out of 
the blue, then buying me coffee so I could listen to their love life woes. Look, I find this pretty sad. In a bid to 
find this category of happiness, do you really trink it is necessary to go o.:t and get yourself scarred anc 
weather-beaten by an unproportionate number cf failed relationships? You can say I'rri taking the 
conservative view here, but I seriously don't think it's v.'orth it. I mean, as if it's not bad enough having to 
kiss so.meonc and get trillions of bacteria into you body system,, wail ti'l you 'ra\ie sex wit:-, that perso". You 
'night just end up getting AIDS because you forgot you' condom in tho l-.eat of the moment. People w.'-o 
rirc into the "dying young" thinking would find my argum.ents fairly redundant and meaningless. Even if 
you're not into that, ycu can stil find it redundant. I don't give a heck about it. This is a f.'oe country, I'm free 
to voice my opinions, (That's if! get published). 
The editors must be going, "Whax tn the wo'ld is this gid going on about?" I haven't finished yet. I don't know how true this is, but 
I find many people in Uni trying to get high and happy by fighting for what they believe in. Let's be honest here. Why do all those 
protests and political debate and issue discussions exist in the first place? Because people think that if they get what they want {vv»hat-
ever that may be), then they would be happy. Now, if anyone agrees with me on th s point, please raise your hands (these are not 
to bc regarded as votes). Have you ever fought the good fight for this really important issue and find out later that it didn't 
really mean much tc you after all? Either that or you found out that it didn't make the difference that it v/as supposed to make 
after all, I mean, be honest, how many times have we voted in the party to represent us in the Student Union and when the 
party actually got in, you just don't see the difference they were supposed to ma<e to the Uni and the Union, as they've 
promised they would. I do not vote, not because I have no time or energy, but I just can't be bothered. What for? Why vote 
for a group of people who will disappoint you at the ultimate end? You people out there may still believe that there would 
be this heavon-sent party who wiil fight to the end for half-fare bus trips for poor students like us who are, in fact, paying 
the world's highest rate of bus fares and up-'ront HECS. You can call me sceptical, but I don't think that will ever happen. 
A good example of the opposite result would be the feminist movement. The feminists should remember very well their fall-
en angel of the feminist movement, Naomi Wolf, She finally decided that abortion was really what the Pro-life people called 
it (ie murder), because her pregnancy gave he' enough hormonal disturbances to find a reason for them. Sometimes,' don't 
even understand why the feminist movement is still going. Even the top lady has bent. Maybe someone should inform me. 
Well, so what am I getting on to? Happiness and the search for it. I can't say I've really found it, but I do know that in life, 
it's imoossible to be truly happy. But there's something you can have in your heart that will make you smile and go on when 
your boyfriend dumps you for another girl or when you fail that 20-credit point exam, i vvas at this dinner party at 
Casablanca {yes, you can fit tables in that joint) and this guy was talking about his adventures in the bid to get high and 
happy. He was born in those times when the flower children ruled and yes, he was into dope and free sex. You won't 
believe this, but he was so into it, he actually brought his dope to this Christian camo his friends had invited him to. And 
while he got high on dope, his friends got high as well, not on dope but on something else. Something else that's free and 
has no aftermaths. Mark, being the average smart Aussie, decided he wanted that too. Look, if you could get off with free 
dope, why spend even a cent on that white powdery stuff? Have you seen the blood spouting out of Uma Thurman's nose 
in Pulp Fiction? 
by Joyce 
% A / I Peter Semple What 
This is a line from the Joan Osbourne song"One of Us", It is a song that has largely been responsible for bnnging her to the notice of people around the world. Here in Australia Ihe song was in the top 10 for ages. It was played on just about every rad o station, and hummed by people around the 
nation It is still one of the better known and played songs around. 
If It was the song that rocketed Joan Osbourne to international star-
dom. It must also have been largely responsible for her seven 
Grammy nominations. Whey did this song do so well? One pont 
IS that It shows that it is stili true to say that a catchy tune will sell. 
The music was the kind that you fmd yourself humm.ing. 
Another reason it did so wel' s tne concept of it. All of js at 
one stage have wondered whethe.' or not tliere is a God, and if so, 
what's He/Sho/lt like The idea that God could ne m a human form 
("just a sicb Ike one of us") 's appealng. Wo start lo wonder 
"What if ...,". !' we roi.ld |ubt run into God on the bus, or in the 
street, what wou'd that De like. What would we really wanl to 
know 'rorn Him? We like tho ,dea that we could really talk to God, 
face to face, a"d get H in to exp;flin a few things about the world, 
aboul us, and about how il ail v-ioi'r.s. 
It :s a:So a good cuestion to ask from another point of view. 
What if God was one of us? in the past? What if the situation 
Joan sings aboul has a'ready come to pass? After a'l, everyone 
from ancient r.ings to David Ko'esh iiave told us that they were 
god, and dema-'ded worship. What if one of them was nght? 
Vyhat if Go(j real'y did walk amongst us m human form, at least for 
a while? 
One of the people through history who has made the claim to 
be God was a Jewish carpenter. His story is recorded in the Bible. 
His name was Jesus. The God of the Bible seems lo be ihe one 
Joan Osborne refers to in her song, so this claim that Jesus made is 
the one I wil! look at. Once someone has made the claim to be 
God, they certainly can't be ignored. It's a big claim, and it must 
be examined. There are a few basic alternatives once someone has 
made the claim that they are God, They may be lying. They may 
be completely insane, without a proper grip on reality. It is oossible 
with some historical figures that the whole lot is a myth or legend, 
that the person never existed. II is also possible that what they are 
saying is fue. h the case of Jesus, I will briefly look 
at these four options. 
The claim that Jesus was merely a 'egend is easy to dismiss. 
The Bible ;s not the only source of historical information about him, 
Othe,' v/ntings of the ti.me, botn Jewish and Roman, confirm the 
Bible's account that he hved, that he claimed to be God, and that 
m.any people followed him. There a.'e even some accounts in the 
wntmgs of some of his enemies that he did in fact perform ma.ny 
miracles. 
Okay, so he did exist, and he did make the claim to bo God, 
Anybody w.ho ma'-ces that claim, today gets put into an institution. 
What if he was totally sincere, but totally deluded? Th.e simple 
answer is to read the Bible. Read what Jesus said and d'd. His 
teachings are some of the sanest, most logical the world has seen. 
The methods ho used to got his message across are still used today 
by teachers, as they a'e effective. The general picture of what 
Jesus said, is that these are not the m.ere 
rambiing's of a madman, Jesus had a point to 
make, and he made it well. 
Well then, what if he wasn't sincere? What if he 
wasn't toiling the truth, and he knew it? This 
form of lie certainly would mean that Jesus wasn't 
God. The only problem with this theory is that it 
doesn't nng true with human nature. Ancient 
kings told their subjects lo revere them as Gods. 
Thoy got more power and prestige that way. 
More modern "gods" have become very rich 
by the worship of their followers. Jesus got 
taunted, beaten, tortured and finally brutally 
killed for daring to make the claim to divinity. 
We lie to get ourselves out of trouble, not 
into it. We certainly don't voluntarily get into 
as much as Jesus did! 
If the alternative explanations are not very strong, we are left 
with the explanation that Jesus was who he said he was. We are 
left with the idea that Jesus was in fact God, in the form of a 
human being. Somehow God became man for a short period of 
history. It's hard to swallow, but not as hard as the other ideas, 
Jesus even backed up His claim by predicting that Ho would die, 
and then rise from death three days later. Only God would be 
capable of this, and Jesus did it, I don't have the time to go into it 
here, but there is considerable evidence, both archaeological and 
logical, that this remarkable feat actually took place. Some of this 
evidence was in Semper eadier this year. 
V\/oll then, it seems that the whimsical wondering of Joan 
Osbourno's song has already taken piaco in history. God already 
has been one of us. Ho has walked the world in the form of a 
human being. 
thing here is what he didn't say. 
There is a great deal of misconception in our modern society 
about the message that Jesus and H:s followers gave to tho wo.'ld, 
Jesus didn't mention much about going to church being the way to 
save yourself and get to heaven. He didn't tell us that to get into 
Heaven it is necessary to do more good things than bad. I havo 
oven met one person who said ho vvas a Christian (literally: follow-
er of Christ) who didn't actually believe there was a god. So, if 
what people in today's society believe Jesus taught is not actually 
His message what did he say? 
Jesus actually told us His second purpose for coming to Earth as 
a man. He said, "the Son of Man did not come to be son/ed but to 
serve, and to give His life as a ransom for many". A ransom is a 
price paid to buy back something or someone of value that used to 
be ours. Jesus said that Ho would die as a ransom to buy back 
many people. This implies that there is a reason for God to buy us 
back, especially with His own life!! It also implies that somehow 
we are removed from God. 
None of us are perfect. Even if we lead pretty good iives... 
don't kill anyone, are mostly nice to people etc. On the outside we 
may be doing pretty well, but I, like most people wouldn't want all 
my innnermost thoughts broadcast to everyone. Some of them I 
wouldn't be too proud of. Now God demands that we be able to 
perfectly live up to His standard for life. That makes a fair bit of 
sense. After all, if God said "this is my standard of behaviour that 
you should live by, but you don't reaily have to because it's not 
really all that important", then that makes God out to be some sort 
of hypocrite. God is not a hypocrite, and he demands that we keep 
his standard.. This is even for our own benefit. After all, if God 
created the universe, and us, then he should have a really good 
idea of how it should all work for tho best. 
This gives us a bit of a problem. God demands us to be per-
fect, and we know ourselves that we aren't. This causes a gulf to 
open botweon us and God, and we are separated from Him. This 
state of separation or rebellion from God is known as sin. The Bible 
tells us that this state eventually leads to death. This isn't a physical 
death. That's inevitable no matter what your relationship to God. 
This death is really an eternal separation from God, As we can't 
become perfect by our own efforts, we have no way of bridging 
the separation between us and God. That is why He needed to 
take action, and give His own life as a ransom for us. He died to 
take the place of the death we were owed. 
was one 
Why was God one oP us? 
Wnen God became one of us. Ho must have had a purpose. It 
would be very difficult to give up all the power of being God, and 
trade it in for a human body if there wasn't some purpose behind 
it, Aftor all, human bodies get cold, sick, tired and hungry. What 
was His purpose? The most obvious explanation is that he came to 
communicate with us. If we wanted to communicate effectively 
with the colony of ants, it would be necessary for us to become an 
ant in order for the communication to be truly effective. In the 
same way, God became a human being in order to communicate 
directly with humans. In fact he even said "Anyone who has seen 
me has seen the Father". In other words, he came to show us 
what He is like, and tell us how to relate to Him. The interesting 
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When you think about it, that's pretty generous, and could only 
be motivated by love. Take this scenario. A magistrate finds him-
self in the situation where his daughter appears before him for 
some small misdemeanour. As an honest upholder of the law, he 
would have no choice but to impose the appropriate fine, or jail 
term if she couldn't afford the fine. As a father, if he knew his 
daughter couldn't pay the fine, he may then go and pay the price / 
fine so that she didn't go to jail. This is what God, in the form of 
Jesus did for us. Being just, He had to impose the penalty of break-
ing His laws. His love for us meant that Ho took the punishment 
that we deserved. Jesus said "I have come that they may have life, 
and have it to the full". This life is opposed to the death that wo 
receive due to sin. No a bad gift, Hey?I 
The interesting thing about a gift is that it is not only given, it 
also must be received. If you give someone a nicely wrapped pre-
sent for Christmas, and they never unwrap it, then it is useless. Jn 
the same way, we must receive the fit that God offers us... the gift 
of life. This is really what a Christian is. To be a Christian means to 
accept that we can't pay the ransom ourselves, and receive the gift 
that God gave us - the gift of forgiveness of sins, because Jesus 
died in our place. The Bible even tells us that v/hen we do this, 
God treats us as His children. We can have the sort of relationship 
with the God of the Universe that a child can have with a parent! I 
This offers a great deal of hope. It also gives us an amazing sense 
of significance. After all, if God wants to know us, if God cares 
deeply for us, we must be very significant to Him. We aren't just a 
random collection of chemicals worth a few dollars. We are truly 
worth something. Being a Christian also means to learn about God 
and his standards, so we can live as close to them as we can. This 
is done out of gratitude for receiving the gift of life. 
Would you want to see, iF 
seeing meant that you 
would have to believe? 
This is a very pertinent question. There is a lot of good archae-
ological evidence that the events of Jesus life happened as the 
Bible records them. In spite of this, I continually meet people who 
don't want to even begin looking at Christianity, They don't even 
v/ant to look at the benefits we can receive (like being ransomed 
from death). The reason I have heard from a few people is that 
they are afraid they might actually realise that Jesus spoke the 
truth. They are afraid they may have to change some major beliefs 
in their lives. I can understand this. Change can be extremely 
threatening, I want to challenge you however, that if this is truth, 
then ignoring it won't make it go away. If this is truth, then you 
may be in trouble, whether you want to admit the possibility or 
not. It therefore really does make sense to thoroughly investigate 
the claims made by Jesus in the Bible, even if it means that you may 
see truth and have to believe, 
If you are interested in finding out more or 
talking to someone, please ring me (3217 3103) 
orSamantha (3379 9799) 
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(t'l not that I have an excftijiM (iking for Chmeje people or that I haw a bizarre 
obsession with I980's politically incorrect songs - it's just titat I have a habit of 
bonding with people who have been and/or are being treated unfairly. As a member 
of Amnesty International I am concerned (or the people of China. Amnesty International 
is currently campaigning against the horrific human rights abuses which have taken place 
and continue to take place in China today. 
The Chinese people are ruled by a govenment that treats furdamental human rights with 
contempt. The abuses result from official policies and represiive legislation. Furthermore, 
others are committed in breach of Chinese Law itself as officials exercise their power 
arbitrarily, aid, often, with impunity. Dissent and any activity perceived as a threat to the 
established political order are ruthlessly suppressed. Thousands of political opponents, human rights 
defenders and membtrs of religious or ethnic groups are in jail, many for simply expressing their 
beliefs. Hundreds of thousands of people - possibiy many more - are administratively detained, many 
without ever having been charged with a crime. Torture remains endemic, causing many deaths each 
year. The death penalty is used extensively and arbitrarily to instil fear. More people are executed 
every year in China tlian in all other countries of the world combined. Social programs such as birth 
control policy are administered in ways that allow for ill-treatment. The world took notice when the 
tanks crushed their way through Tiananmen Square in 1989, but this recognition needs to be ongoing 
Tiananmen was not an isolated incident and, therefore, we need to open our eyes and dench ouytistS/ 
against the repression of China's people. 
The Chinese authorities have created swathes of repressive legislation under which political Ojfpmt^ nts, human 
rights defenders, members of religious and ethnic groups and many others are detained or'^mttmidated. When 
diese laws do not suffice officials often abuse other aspecu of the law to achieve the i w / e n d s . Some of the 
repressive laws indude the 1980 Criminal Law, the 1993 State Security Law and the i u t t Secrets Legislation. The 
1980 Criminal Law outlaws "crimes of counter revoluJion" defied as all acttvcommitted with the goal of 
overthrowing the political power of the dictatorship of the proletariat and the ipaalist system". 
The 1993 State Security Law and its 1994 rules of implementation rest)j?t fundamental freedoms - such as freedom 
01 speech, publication, association and religion - and give sweeping pajftrs to the state security organisations. 
The State Secrets Legislation covers matters which would be theijrtjecl of public soutiny in most other countries and goes 
far beyond what is needed to protect national security. S i n c e ^ 9 2 a growing number of prisoners of conscience have been 
jailed for leaking state secrets", particularly journalists, j u s t i n g Ihat the law is increasingly being used to repress freedom 
of expression and publication. 
Torture using electric-shcck batons (diangun) y ^ m ) practised In China. Batons are applied to sensitive parts of the body, 
induding the armpits sojtj of feet, mouth, offliten and ir<$ide the vagina. Victims report extreme pain, convulsions, vomiring and 
urinating blood. Until recently, many sutlfbatbns were supplied to China from abroad. The head of a British firm stated in (995 
that his company had sold electric b^tfons^ China a year after the 1989 Beijing massacre knowing that the authorities intended 
to copy and manufacture them. 
Amnesty International oppose the/ransfer of military, security or police equipment which contribute to human rights violations. No 
electro-shock devices shpdid be Applied to China until the Chinese authorities end the practice of electric-shock torture. 
The following arMletails IK some individual cases of human rights abuses in China. 
Zheng Hushwig, a faririer and house-church Christian was reportedly tortured to death in detention in January 1994. His family was only 
allowed/(o see h i ^ o d y eleven days later. They said there were deep rope burns on his ankles and multiple stab wounds on his body. These 
injuF« were ip«nsistent with the police daim that he had been bjaten to death by inmates. long Yi, a political prisoner, was repeatedly 
« t e n by m "trustees" at the Hewan labour camp in Wuhan, after she complained aboul the long hours of worit. After she complained about 
the beattp^ she was beaten again by more than ten women prisoners, 
Che/Lantao. a marine biologist in Qingdao, has been serving an eighteen year prison sentence in Shandong province since 1989 for speaking out 
^inst the government's suppression of the Beijing protests. 
An unmarried woman who had adopted one of her brother's children was detained in an attempt to force her brother to pay fines for having too many 
children. In November 1994 she was held for seven days with a doien other men and women. She was reportedly blindfolded, stripped naked, tied and 
beaten with an electric baton. It is also common practise, in enforcing the birth control polity, to abduct women and force them to have abortions, "above 
quota" new-bom babies have reportedly been killed by docton under pressure from officials and the homes of couples who refuse to obey the child quotas 
have been demolished. 
Although this is only a snapshot into the horrors occurring in China, hopefully this polaroid will be one that shocks. The international community must insist 
that the Chinese government take urgent steps to protect the fundamental human righb of all China's citizens. Such measures can mean the difference between 
freedom and incarceration, or even life and death for any of China's t.2 billion people. 
You can raise human rights concerns in China in letten to the Chinese authorities, the Australian Government and anyone with contacts in China. The University of 
Queensland's branch of Amnesty International also welcomes all those who are willing to get involved in the fight against the violation of human rights. 
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Now for the good news... 
The good news is Bond University's commitment to 
of public funding. Bond University is private and 
university funding cuts. 
Bond is different! 
Major benefits to students are: 
^ Small classes - get to know your Internationally 
recognised lecturers 
^ N o more queues - no waiting in the library, hfgti 
computer/student ratio, and no parking problems 
^Enrol when you want - courses run over three semesters 
and you may enrol In January, IVIay, or September 
^Accelerated programs - you graduate one year earlier 
^Receive credit for courses already completed 
- many students transfer to Bond 
^state-of-the-art sporting facilities - Bond is not just 
all work and no play 
^Our students get top jobs - Bond graduates are among 
the most sought after of ail Australian universities. 
Have you considered Bond ? 
excellence does not rely on the changing fortunes 
independent and will not be affected by public 
To learn more good news about Bond, call 
now toll free on 1-800 0 7 4 0 7 4 , or fill in the 
form below, http: //www.bond.edu.au 
YES, I want to learn more good news ? 
about Bond University | 
• BusiNtss - (Commerce, Accounting, Hospitality, Marketing, | 
Management) ; 
• INFORMATION TtCHNOiocv - (Computer Science, Software 
Engineering, Aviation) 
Q LAW - (Law, |urisprudence) 
P HuMANiTiFS 6i SociAi Scit.NCfs - (Arts, Business 
Comm'jficcatron, languages, journalism. Psychology) 
NAME 
ADDRESS., 
.PHONE. 
Mail: Office of Admissions, BOND UNIVERSITy, 
Cold Coast, Qld, 4229. Fax: (07) SS9S 1015. 
BOND UNIVERSITY 
Gold Coast, Australia 
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SURNAME 
KENNEDY 
BEER 
DAWSON 
HURLEY 
MCGREGOR 
RUNNEGAR 
ANDERSON 
HUMBER 
SMITH 
MCALLISTER 
DRACA 
HOOPER 
SLEE 
HEWETT 
HECKENBERG 
NAWSHAD 
WEST 
MAHONY 
ROSSBERG 
TZiMAS 
CONNOLLY 
MARSHALL 
MYERS 
BAILEY 
PITT 
MACOUN 
WISE 
WILSON 
OPPEL 
PAPAS 
DAVISON 
WINTER 
MILLS 
HOOPER 
CRIBB 
STARK 
ZAPPALA 
CRAVEN 
SCANLAN 
EXELBY 
THIEM 
KEFER 
ELTHAM 
FRANKS 
WARRENER 
FEATHERSTONE 
BERKOVITCH 
FORREST 
COPLAND 
ROMANIUK 
CAVENAGH 
BLUMEN 
COSTIGAN 
WATEGO 
SISKIND 
KOLAITIS 
SHAW 
POWELL 
LEYS 
FALLU 
HECKENBERG 
WEST 
NICHOLSON 
CAVANAGH 
STRATON 
DRACA 
STANDEN 
FIRST NAME 
CYNTHIA 
AMANDA 
JAMIE 
CAMILLA 
POLLY 
NAOMI 
STAVROOLA 
CAROL 
CAMERON 
ELIZABETH 
MIRKO 
RACHAEL 
CATHERINE 
DAVID 
DANIEL 
ALI 
MEGAN 
CLAIRE 
TIM 
VICKI 
KATIE 
GILLIAN 
LUKE 
DENIELLE 
CURTIS 
ALISSA 
AARON 
AMANDA 
JULIA 
IAN 
BREE 
JOEL 
REBECCA , 
MICHAEL 
PETER 
ANDREE 
CHRISTOPHER 
ANN-MAREE 
JUSTIN 
LEIGH 
PETER 
HEIDI 
BENJAMIN 
ANDREW 
NOENI 
GERALD 
AMANDA 
SARAH 
DAVID 
CELIA 
NICHOLAS 
SACHA 
MICHAELA 
CLIFF 
MARLENE 
JEREMY 
PAULA 
BRONWYN 
NICHOLAS 
MARK 
DANIEL 
MEGAN 
BEDE 
MATTHEW 
ANNA 
MIRKO 
KATHIE 
POSITION 
PRESIDENT 
SECRETARY 
TREASURER 
CLUBS & SOCS VP 
ACTIVITIES VP 
EDUCATION VP 
WELFARE VP 
WOMENS EQUAL OPP VP 
COLLEGE VP 
GENERAL VP 
POSTGRADUATE VP 
MATURE AGE/PART TIMERS/ 
TURBOT ST VP 
HOSPITALS AREA VP 
NATIONAL STUDENT AFFAIR 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
ENVIRONMENT OFFICER 
LAND & FOOD SYSTEMS REP 
ARCH & PLANNING REP 
ARTS F/T REP (6) VOICE 
ARTS F/T REP (6) 
ARTS F/T REP (6) 
ARTS F/T REP (6) 
ARTS F/T REP (6) 
ARTS F/T REP (6) 
ARTSP/r(3) 
ARTS P/T REP (3) 
ARTS P/T REP (3) 
COMMERCE/ECON REP (3) 
COMMERCE/ECON REP (3) 
COMMERCE/ECON REP (3) 
DENTISTRY REP 
EDUCATION REP 
ENGINEERING REP (2) 
ENGINEERING REP (2) 
LAW REP 
MEDICINE REP (2) 
MEDICINE REP (2) 
HEALTH & REHAB REP 
MUSIC REP 
SCIENCE REP (5) 
SCIENCE REP (5) 
SCIENCE REP (5) 
SCIENCE REP (5) 
SCIENCE REP (5) 
SOCIAL WORK REP 
VET SCIENCE REP (1) 
COLLEGE REP 
POSTGRAD F/T REP (4) 
POSTGRAD F/T REP (4) 
POSTGRAD F/T REP (4) 
POSTGRAD F/T REP (4) 
POSTGRAD P/T REP (4) 
POSTGRAD P/T REP (4) 
POSTGRAD P/T REP (4) 
POSTGRAD P/T REP (4) 
EDTORS OF UNION NEWSPAPER 
ED TORS OF UNION NEWSPAPER 
EDTORS OF UNION NEWSPAPER 
EDITORS OF UNION NEWSPAPER 
SERVICE & FINANCE - STUDENT 
SERVICE & FINANCE - STUDENT 
ACADEMIC BOARD - U/G REP 
ACADEMIC BOARD - U/G REP 
ACADEMIC BOARD - U/G REP 
ACADEMIC BOARD - P/G REP 
ACADEMIC BOARD - P/G REP 
TEAM NAME 
VOICE 
DEGRASSI 
VOICE 
VOICE 
VOICE 
DEGRASSI 
DEGRASSI 
VOICE 
DIRECTION 
VOICE 
VOICE 
VOICE 
INDEPENDENT 
VOICE 
VOICE 
DIRECTION 
DIRECTION 
VOICE 
VOICE 
DIRECTION 
CHANGE 
Y.O.U. 
VOICE 
CHANGE 
VOICE 
DIRECTION 
DIRECTION 
VOICE 
INDEPENDENT 
VOICE 
DIRECTION 
VOICE 
VOICE 
INDEPENDENT 
VOICE 
VOICE 
VOICE 
INDEPENDENT 
VOICE 
VOICE 
VOICE 
DIRECTION 
CHANGE 
DIRECTION 
DIRECTION 
VOICE 
CHANGE 
VOICE 
VOICE 
VOICE 
CHANGE 
VOICE 
SOCIAUSTS 
BUZZ 
BUZZ 
BUZZ 
BUZZ 
VOICE 
VOICE 
VOICE 
DIRECTION 
VOICE 
VOICE 
VOICE 
ON 
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS BOND UNIVERSITY 
If you're ready to begin a quality degree in Business, you need the practical 
edge delivered by Bond University. 
The Bond Business Graduate is uniquely identifiable as a leader; taught to 
think; seeing every problem as a challenge and every obstacle as an opportunity; 
imbued with initiative and a quest for intellectual enquiry. 
Programs Offered: 
• Accounting 
• Economics 
• Management 
• Marketing 
• Finance 
• International Business 
• Information Systems 
• Hospitality Management 
• Human Resource Management 
Program Features: 
• Three semesters per year 
• Small class sizes and individual 
attention 
• Lecturers with practical, 
professional experience 
• A 'global' culture with faculty and 
staff drawn from around the 
world 
• Lecturer availability 
Bond University Is Private and Independent. 
For further information call now on toll-free 1«800 074 074 or clip and 
post the coupon below. 
http: //www.bond.edu.au 
Please send me more information on Bond's undergraduate programs: 
r~1 BONDS' BUSINESS PROGRAMS OR OTHER SCHOOLS AT BOND: D L^ W - (Law, jurisprudence) 
D HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCES -
D INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY - (Computer Sdence, Software (Arts, Business Communication, Languages, Journalism, 
Engineering, Aviation) Psychology) 
Name: 
Address: 
Phone; 
Mail: Office of Admissions, BOND UNIVERSITY, Gold Coast, Qld, 4229. Fax: (07) 5595 1015. 
BOND UNIVERSITY 
Cold Coasi, Australia 
D 0 R O 
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K^F Dpndence Day 
Af^en a fast , furious and fierce year, tine final chapter in the 
stony of how th ree nobodies ncpse t o cult popularity. In th is , 
their final tale fo r 1 9 9 B , our th ree heros of the XXXX:gerier-
ation fight for thei r survival at the. Cri ter ion Taverri, water ing 
hole of the the not quite so r ichiand famous. Darkn^ssBas 
befallen our intrepid reviewers af ter redecorat ing a t ' t he Cn 
and the never ending strearri of evil now beginning t o f low 
through the Semper Office. The batt le lines have now been 
drawn, and the sbene has been se t at the Cr i . 
Rands: Fellas, do you think we've been followed? 
Snoops: Well, t ha t was inevitable as Ferns has spewed all 
way here, if people dont follow us the smell sure will. 
Ferns: Well, we made it, Shit this palce has changed a bit, 
we've even got a piano person t o abuse, hey honey, how 
about you let your fipgers walk keys. 
Snoopsi: Ferny, t ha t a man! 
Piano man: Nsver s topped me before. 
Rands: My God, look what just walked in, it looks like a giant 
bee and a half dead squi, they seem t o have arrived in some 
kind of a space ship. 
Snoops: Well, actually Rands, tha ts just a hat ted up Datsun 
1SDY. 
SquidfWe have come to take over your palce here. 
Ferny: Drop dead, or there' l l be calamari ali over this place. 
Rands: Ferns, I dont think they really do requests . 
Bee: Times up, you gonna give up now or are we gonna have 
t o f ight? 
COur heros jump behind the piano for cover as the squid shot 
out something tha t looked and smelt worse than a pair of 
Snoops' grundies . The Snoops stands and and speaks t o 
rally his t roops . ] 
Snoops: tonight will no t be remembered as a college holiday, 
but as the day we night for the r ight t o drink where we want 
and say what we want. Tonight, every fat basrard will disre-
gard their pet ty differences and proclaim in an united voice, 
"We will not go soberly into the night, we will not go home 
wi thout a f ree drink fnom the ban, today we ceiebnate our 
Beer Dependence Day. 
[There is a roar as everyone raises their glasses and charges 
the bee and squid, our heroes tr iumphant.) 
Snoops, Ferns and Rands went onto make several films 
together can now be seen on the 
WHITE TRASH SHOWTIME channel. 
These films include: 
VAT 
The F i n a l Say! 
Well, we've finally reached the end of the road, I'd 
like to say that this has been a trouble free year, but 
alas it \-ias never meant tc be. From technica] problems 
in issue 1, nasty comments frorr, what appearred to be a 
deep sea crustecean, through tc rallies and threatened 
sit ins. All in ail the year has been a challenge for 
me rr.entally and phyrically, hov.'ever v/e v;culd not have 
been able to do anything without our contributors v/no 
have put up v/ith almost as much as v;e have. 1 am happy 
to say that every edition that has been distributed has 
gone off like a frog in a sock vvith the wider majority 
of peopie enjoying ::he greater part of each edition, 
with this I would like to suggest that If every student 
on this campus found at least one thing in at least one 
edition interesting or entertaining, Vv'hether it be a 
centrefold oi' a CD review, we as editors have 
succeeded. 
Indeed, for ir.e this year has been trying, fron trying 
to get Semper out on time to running for President of 
the Union. I would like to thank all the other editors 
for being the best possible colleagues possible. 
Arthur Chrenkoff, for calming m,e down and explaining 
that beating the shit thrcugh ten or so socialists 
yelling through the door v/as not in our best interests. 
Marcus Salisbury, for being the comic relief for the 
year and Justin Kerr, for giving me a heart attack 
every time I read one of his "balanced" articles. Of 
course, could not forgot the every faithful (former and 
current) C- men for being my grip onto sanity (?), v;ith 
special thanks to Kenno, Randy, Adam and Conimando 
Fernando fox" helping me kick heads from time to time 
and all those who voted DIRECTION. I've beer, asked by 
m.any people whether or not I'll bo back next year, tc 
tell you all the truth I don't know m.yself. 
q u e e n s l a n d t h e a t r e c o m p a n y 
BRISBANE -
This is youp history, a story in 
which you are somewhere just off 
stage playing a part In the lives 
and consciousness of the onstage 
characters. That's an amazing 
e x p e r i e n c e . . . says M m SaHnolliine on magazine 
aljoulErrolO'Nelllls new play 
The Hope 
of the World 
NOW PLAYING CREAHORIVE THEATRE 
iiniin Aarne lleeme Mmr Bill HaycoDk niiiiiidtium David Wallers 
GROUP DISCOUNTS (07) 3840 7018 
Boojdngs Dlal'n'Charge 
(07) 3846 4646 
MUST CLOSE NdVEMBER 3 
Enrol mow ftrJaury 
G E T T H E C O M P E T I T I V E E D G E BOND UNIVERSITY 
If you're ready to begin a quality education in Business, 
Information Technology, Law or Humanities and Social 
Sciences, tfien enrol at Bond University today. 
As Australia's first private and independent University, 
Bond offers: 
^Smal l classes - get to know your internationally 
recognised lecturers 
^ N o more queues - no waiting in the library, high 
computer/student ratio, and no parking problems 
^Enrol when you want - courses run over three semesters 
and you may enrol in January, May, or September 
^Accelerated programs - you graduate one year earlier 
^Receive credit for courses already completed 
- many students transfer to Bond 
^State-of-the-art sporting facilities - Bond is not just 
all work and no play 
^ O u r students get top jobs - Bond graduates are among 
the most sought after of all Australian universities. 
y Both undergraduate and postgraduate courses in all 
four faculties 
Enrol today for Bond University's January 1997 
semester by calling the Admissions Office toll-free now 
on 1-800 074 074. http: //www.bond.edu.au 
Please send me more information on the following schools at Bond: 
|~1 BUSINESS - (Commerce, Accounting, Hospitality, Marketing, Q Uw - (Law, jurisprudence) 
" ' r n HUMANITIES h SOCIAL SCIENCES - (Arts, Communication, Business, Management) 
Q INFORWTION TECHNOIOCY - (Computer Science, Software 
Engineering, Aviation) 
Languages, |ournalism. Psychology) 
Name: . 
Address: 
.Phone: 
Mali: Office of Admissions, BOND UNIVERSITY, Cold Coast, Qld, 4229. Fax: (07) 5595 1015. 
D O N C O M P R O M I S E 
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Fear, rage, anger 
Twisted bioUed in my mind. 
IVIy boTies, like ropes 
Screaming 
\Vhy? . 
Because my image wasn't complete 
1 saw the being 1 knew deleted 
An expanse of enormous composition 
A missing link, a flaw 
with a little competition 
and bang. Gone, 
Like the changing breeze blows 
Are we one being? 
No-ol Nor two, nor three 
But a million as a whole 
Each a part., a mind 
Each in itself, a changing tide 
That's wliy 1 believe 
there's always conflict irrme 
Not one of good and evil 
but one within my very being. 
foTTning TTiy existence 
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I've been working nights now Eor over twelve months. That's the worst. But it's the best, too. All I do is drink cigarettes, smoke coffee, sleep, and get paid. It really takes it out of mo. 
Luckily there's a pub on my way home that opens at eight every morning. After working nights it's 
good to be able to drink at the Spring Hill. That's the best. 
The Spring Hill is an awfully good bar. My bar. Mars Bar. I always drink in the lounge bar, 
the boardroom bar, after I finish working nights. 
Its the best. Tho public bar. That's the worst. It's full of barflies. Everyday whon I go 
into the lounge bar I see the same old faeces in the other bar. Old men, old alcoholics, with ail 
their awfully old stories. That's the worst. The public bar is where tho action is. The lounge 
^ i J 
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The lounge bar, it was the worst too. But 
the cocktail bar, where I had been only twice 
before, was the best. Cjelli was at tho 
cocktail bar. 
i Ko both drank. But wc drink diffnront beers, from different size glasses. We drank different spirits, from the same glass. Ky brother was there. He was 
: triv>ping. I guess that's what working nights does to you. Before wo knew it the pub was shut. We were all siloing around outside. There was not a mill 
I to bo seen. A gay chief asked us if wo wanted to go upstairs for a suitcase. 
i We went upstairs for the suitcase. Cjelli used to live with him. But she doesn't now. Now she lives by herself. The gay chief lived by himself too. It 
j was nice luggage. The gay chief had a sissyfit over the suitcase. And asked us to leave. Cjelli called him a cranky old empress. It was nice luggage. 
I We left right away. 
I My brother had given me some grief. We went to the Scout den. We were stoned there. I don't normally get stoned, it was quite painful. So there wc 
i were. Drunk, stoned. I was onco a Scout. The torment. How our innocent minds were bent and twisted by tho dogmatic tenets. We didn't do much. We 
i pissed for a long time. Tho sun came up. 
I It was still dark when I got home. Between sex and heaven. My father is an early riser. My mother woke me at twelve. it was Christmas day. My mother is 
i an early riser, i had to work that night. That's what working nights does to you. My bother drove me back to the city. He was tripping, 
j After work I went to the Spring Hill. My bar. Snickers bar. I had'^ fruit fly feeling. My throat was soro. My nose was sore. My chest was sore. My 
i throat was also sore. My cold had gone through all four phases. It wasn't really a cold. It was more like the dreaded lurgie. 
j When I got home the phone was ringing. I punched a hole in the wall. 1 don't know my own strength. I picked the phone up. It was my brother. He was 
j tripping. I was expecting Cjelli. This year, things were different between us. It wasn't Cjelli. It was my brother. He was tripping, i didn't want to 
I call to find out when she was coming down to the city. I didn't want anyone else to tell me when she was coming down to the city. My brother called her 
I for me. I punched a hole in the wall. I don't normally answer the phone. I don't know my own strength. 
I I met Cjelli at the train station. Hy brother was there. He was tripping. It was decided. We saw a movio. It was one I'd seen before. Afterwards we -v 
attl6°fhe ^^^^^ 
LllCBlue 
It is nearly 5.30am. I turn right and walk slowly north along the beach. 
The sea is a quiet companion now, steady and relaxed, compassionate. 
She is no longer the roaring tornado beating against the sand: she will 
always be there. 
Birds arc active now Twittering incessantly, darting through the trees 
on the west side. Dotterals sprint along the beach, tiptoeing swiftly 
away from the tide in the grey colourlessness. 
The black mass above sits silently. A giant army, but complacent after 
having beaten down on the pockmarked sand the night before. Its 
forces cover the blue fields, suffocating all life. Horizon to horizon, it 
guards in all directions, secure in its might. 
A rebel force is emerging though. Round but lean, diminutive now 
but radiating a barely suppressed power. Colour contrasting with the 
dark clouds. A golden simplicity softly emerging from the horizon as 
it begins to spread its own forces. Oranges burn bright first, secure in 
the virtue of their cause; valiantly 
pushing away the seemingly 
overwhelming cloud. K,li\T\ 'irw 
The darkness fights, resists, holding out against these growingly powerful guerillas. 
But they are guerillas no longer. Support has been amassed - popular support. And 
it is only a matter of time now. Reds join, advancing towards the black, mingling with 
the blue citizenry to create soft pinks. The clouds can only retreat now, surrendering 
half the fields, but the colours are still hungry. The general has emerged from hiding, 
smelling victory in the air - he is no longer a fugitive. He burns bright behind his 
soldiers: supporting; encouraging; motivat-
ing. It will not be long now. Some of the 
cumulonimbus has been left behind, left to 
the mercy of the colours, small pockets of 
grey abandoned because of their inability to 
keep up with the retreating forces. They roll 
away, trying to skirt to the flanks of the main 
force, scuttling in search of safety, but to no 
avail. Left untouched by the blue civilians, 
they are nevertheless swamped by the 
coloured army, surrendering and becoming 
rose-tinted themselves in the process. 
Victory belongs to the colours. The darkness 
is falling away, evacuating faster and faster. 
Now it covers only one-quarter of the skies. 
Then one-eighth. Then one-tenth. Until 
finally the heavens belong to the oranges, 
reds, yellows, pinks, blues. The general 
himself shines triumphant over the fields. 
The enemy has been vanquished, and his 
forces barely injured from their Crusade. 
6.00am. Time for breakfast. r\'l 
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an interview with nick earls 
SEMPER: Your new book ZigZag Street, how did It 
come about? What is the actual idea behind what you 
are doing there? 
NTK EarK- Weil I always liked the name of the street. I lived 
iiround the corner v/hen 1 lived in a house rotjuiariy a few 
years ago, and I kept looking at the street sign and thinking, 
Its .1 great litie arid I'm sure that wouid he a good title for a 
book 010 day and I always l.kod it Then a friend of mine 
wer.t through a spectacularly liad year and ot ;he time whon 
he wjs doing a fai'ly irT.portanl and moderately public job 
anci haa iwon r-iakiriq <i numt)er of public appearances and 
iiandl-.'ig ivmsoK w'.h acco'un-. and his life got more and 
iroro oi,t of contro; a".d I i^ .ever saw anything zig and ?ag 
Quite so much so I •,ho..ght here's my story, 
S: It's a nice metaphor really. 
NF Yes 
S: What really struck me about the boolt is the 
attention to detail In the local area. How important is 
it to Incorporate the minor details into the characters. 
Nt- Jt IS something I was really wanted and I was quite 
conscious o' do ng t'lat in my work !t is not necessarily the 
way I have always aonc tfiirigs but / (hirik (hat it took me a 
while to appreciate that that was a roasonable thing lo do. 
Tlien I though.! the way I wouid reed to define Iho people 
and t'io p'.ices l w.ii usirtg was to define Oiotn through 
[;rese!n.iig a few very p'ecisc tietails and allow tig people to 
con-e up wtn the rest t'lemseives and I thnk ta a degree, an 
area I mcM wcl(, I felt i! Wc!b a (fiace thai I cou!d tell and I 
co.iici P ck ttie detail ou: of p'eseni 't in a very natural way. 
S; Someone very very recently described Brisbane as a 
nice bit of inner city surrounded by an evil ocean of 
suburbia. Is it only the inner city that has the 
interesting bits? 
hit No I don't th.'!k so. I think it's likely that there are some 
',0''. of suljurpan a-iMs n Brtsliane m ght lie a bl hko 
s,;l)iiftiaii areas ;n othe'plates too, sure, the essential 
c'-.a'acte' n' tt'e e-ner b'.iniriis, whch have the wooden 
hoijses cMi stiii'ijjs and .ill th.a! but I don't think Bnsbane is 
oasy to (I smiss perhaps Some people think, as people used 
lo tl'ink, and I Iliitik thai comment comes from some back-
packer's thing 
I think there's a difference between Bnsbane as a place lo 
live and Brisbane as a place fo' tlic backpacker 
S: There seem to be an awful lot of Brisbane writers 
springing up these days. Something that has happened 
only in the last few years. Do you think you are one of 
those people who would encourage writing? 
Hi: I tfiink it happens now and I think Brisbane fias gone in 
tho last ten years, from a place where, if you were a writer 
you were probably very lonoly, to, if it's something you are 
doing now it's probably a probably a much more reasonable 
thing to. There are several influences on that, one of them is 
Laurie Muller {UQP) out here. Having a local publisher out 
hero that became prominent in the eighties, that seemed to 
make things a lot more reasonable and then the Queensland 
Government setting up the program initiative for v./riting in 
their ai-ts division and the writer's centre setting U.D all of that 
made it seem like a much more reasonable thing to do, t 
think guite a few of us specifically, got nudged along, as part 
of that process and during that transition we all got the 
chance to look further afield. There are a lot of people 
writing, 
S: Why do you write and why? 
NE: for myself first, and I think that sometimes that has been 
to my detriinent in terms of publishability. I think that 
sometimes I have written things that I think were really 
interesting bu! few other people thought were realy 
interesting, A couple of years ago when I was work on what 
to write next, I had had half a dozen ideas, and I trying to 
Cc^ tch on !o all of them and) thought, maybe )')) write the 
ones that have a belter chance of surviving outside my head 
this time. That's how I ended up with Zig Zag Street, j had 
fun whde I was writing il, I' I hadn't had fun while 1 was 
writing it, I probably wouldn't have written it. As I was 
going I kept thinking, well hopefully I won't be the only 
person l.iughing at my jokes. 
S: You've used a number of those people's experiences 
haven't you In the novel. What do you think you 
focused it all on the one character? 
Nir I had io step away from it all. It took a while to work 
out how to do it. Of course you get very attached to things 
that actually happen and you want to feel as though you are 
doing justice to them and getting them right. But of course 
whet- you are pulling Ihem into fiction they have got to 
survive in tliat work fiction...they have got lo work 
complotcly as part of that and I know that there were things 
that I dropped out of tho first and second draft of ',ho novel. 
At first I thought they were groat, but then they they 
shouldn't have been there, I had to go through a process, 
where every lime I either noticed one of these things 
happen ng, or recalled them I'd write them down on a scrap 
of paper, putting them in a file. Once I had a lot of them I 
ir.oughl, 'Is there a story that will tnread it right through 
them aid where they will fit and make 
something that doesn't already exist? 
S: I see you studied medicine here at UQ. How does 
studying medicine lead to a career as a writer? 
NE' When I started studying medicine, it didn't seem tnere 
many things that would lead to a career as a w'iter tr^t there 
was one obvious way ot having a career T m.edicme and that 
was th.'o'ugh coming here When I was m my las; year at 
school, I was tirnking about wna! I wanted to ao, ana 1 
tnoughl, do I want to be a vvriler, put I clearly wasn't 'eady 
•'or il ye',. 1 wasn't good as Titi Winton, for example. I wasn't 
a teenage legend who emerges with a novei, at ;ha! sort of 
age, I had a lot of developing to do and I thought mea;c:ne 
would be a benefit. My mother st'll practises rreaicmc, her 
father p-actisod medicine so it's seen at reaso-an y close 
quarters so there it was. I had a good t'me - ' had a groat 
!:me a! LIni and didn't havo a bao time practisrq -reacine 
e.ther. 
S: So you did practise medicine then? 
.'-JE: YQS, 1 worKcd fu'i time in a hospital for two yea's and 
Ihen par; lime n a general practise for about s.x years 
S: I remember you started off writing kids books for 
young people. 
NE: Yes, we'l I have written ali kinds of things, I'KO a iot o' 
peon'e. I've written advertising, song lyxs, whatever My 
firs; book was a colioct'On of sho't fiction puolished l^ y UQP, 
It came out 'ou' years ago fo' tne adult market ojt the f rs; 
tiook people real.y not'ced Ctin'} ou; in January which was a 
novel abo„; a seventeen year od and .1 came Oi;t th.s -^ea'. 
S: How was that, well received? 
NE; Mucn belter than expected. My fi'St book UQP 
described as evoking a sign.ifica-^ t critical reactio" Somelhing 
like that d-oesn't sojrd good doe', it, wasn't very good, most 
of tne tiir.e it wasn't, t^ ut genora'ly they we'^ e pretty lough. 
So "After January", vvhen it came out I was pretty used to 
the reviewing process and tne fact that there was a really 
good review coming out and sold out in the 'irst month and 
went to reprint right away film prodticors took an interest, 
and peoDle .made me to go inter-state and do things, and so 
suddenly il looks I ke the whole industry works completely 
differently, 
S; So critics can be fairly rough then? 
NE: Yes, I'm not a critic - having gone through what I've 
gone through ,t think writers are not good critics, I dont 
think i have read enough to be a reasonable critic. I dont go 
around offering opinions on books, often you can get a 
mismatch between a cntic and a book. 
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'leave it alone or 
it'll fall off" 
2l 
I i'm' Upland Rd Take Me Home 
This is the beginning of one of the College song's at UQ (actually it belongs to 
Union College), it significance is that each college has a certain amount of pride 
v/hich defines the college's area. It has been a big year for colleges with huge turn 
outs at ICC sporting and cultural events as well as increased funding to allow col-
lege's to put on more functions than ever. With this I appeal to next year's Student 
Union executive to keep their promise of maintaining support for College's, or feel 
the wrath of college's at the polls, 
This year we've seen some kick arse social functions, with in my opinion the top five 
being in particular order, Cromwell Bunker 15:2, Union College Cocktails 1, Emanuelle 
E^ 'Clusion 1 (No.2 is on the Friday night before 
Swotvac) and ICC Ball (Recovery included). 
Hopefully next year will be equally good. 
To sum up this year, thank God I live in a 
College otherwise my sanity would be seriously 
impaired(?). 
Well, they say pictures speak a thousand words, so you can 
look at some of these crazies and tell me if it looks like 
they've had a good time this year. 
t-:-^^-. 
'f TJ 
cd 
» 
Its;.; 
destined tor 
success.. 
We invite you to study at Australia's 
leading research University. Apply now 
for a Melbourne Scholarship in 1997. 
expanded and enhanced 
Melbourne Research Scholarships 
• Generous living stipends 
• HECS exemptions for all full-tim_e.._ 
research students 
• Relocation schemes to assist 
interstate students 
• Melbourne Abroad scholarships 
plus... 
• A Graduate Centre dedicated to the 
needs of postgraduate students 
through the provision of enhanced 
services and facilities 
• Supervision by academics who are 
leaders in their field 
Research and coursework programs 
available across a ful! range of 
discipline areas 
City (CBD) location 
For further information and application 
forms contact the School of Graduate 
Studies on (03) 9344 8236 or 
fax (03) 9349 2103. 
Email: graduateJnformation@muwayf.ur.imelb.edu.au 
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RIGHT ON - omc (;;iiicilo) 
A'Long :hc' U n e ; : cf new LiJi'.ARHE coirej; 
r i t j l i t on (MEEfJ I SAY MORI-i?). 
If you Kk<; danco , i.c-chiic, cli.'icc c a l 
it. v;hat ycu v/ant, KiGHT C i^ v.-cn't 
' 1:f; lr. 
I I c i f l ' 
"t';7. r::•:!'!,FTr::;: 
]VT 
:iF.:i PT.';TOi-.s' 
' F i l t h y Lucre" 
"FcTt,, i\0, ana baf:k!" Tiui .''Je;-'. ? i ; J tc l ! ; niay b^ ^ i 'arr .er 
and l i i d c r , bul. iher<; ..:: .'.•::. i no e v i d e n c e ai: ;;hpir. 
ever nrcv.'id'.J up. T.ni;; .^' pncfcab'y aoctl , t'-':c.ni;;i: '-
ar.i.'i. " iV.f •.(,, t;, ^iik n! ni.i; TLLff churn ' ;^ o.\:: by " 
t;.a!i:!': ,'r;:ii!i:y H r t t c : ; • wC'i.it: :;f)t wctJ:. Tiii.:; live; 
fl v.a;-. recf ! f i ' ' ( : at i' i;;'b;;)y tarV', I.cricicn, H'iti: ; !.f 
r . :l,D',.'• f e : 11 r:i:: r-c a . ' tl-t K ngr ! ; .al ;T.<::;r;c, rh(?r.; 
:(,I:;C'J:-, Thf- CT [..icver t:h.a' ; (c- aye : r r e t <- b a r ; ; e - r 
; c 1.1 c(::i;r; ;.c; i f c c i a r v.'crv ; . : ' ; f r ; ; , c ! c . •! frunr; .•'.I 
•i.f :c:nc::- '.-.fi'. .;.:•; a: ;;ccf: •^:' ; : .< ; ; • a : . . > i l e c f i C -
i r q r , a ^ t h c u c h ,i t:' s h.ard t c ccir^pare a i i v e li^'-g alb'Jtr. 
t;c a ; ; iur::c • ;occrcjc<; en'; P;C ye-ar;' ea; . ^ e r . I . . kcc : 
a i i cf i l , i::'.;t; I cc r.a'/r- xy r t r s c n a i iavc '^r ; I,C:-K. 
"S.:v.;n;:eo:.", " S a t e i i i t . c " , " : ; . .>-" , an-,' ":";;'; yen nc 
v;ronc:" a r e e -xc i i lonv , wi.i;;;:. "God :;avc ir.c Queen" i s 
n t i i i r::ccd. Ven, ' h e ^e:-: r i r t c i : : have r c i d : u ; ::c "he 
hiciho;:i J i idder , prcvir^g ihaL ~cr.c=y n&t. o n . v ::\ar;cr Lho 
;•;'' changed ;r':e;;cai iv > a i a 
w^crid cc :ci:nd b'a'. a i n c 
i:-rcha;;e;- i e g e n d c . Ve:-, 
fi-iey were- c r o b a b i y b: 'cke 
and t-ire-d cf be :no c'-t. cf 
t h e rr.edia s c o t i i g h t , :.c 
cie-cided zr. ;-:e-ii-cjL. But 
'.:,(: que'<;tiO:', al, c/:.'.Ca.^ 
f c ik ::h.C'ji-d a;;k i.e, a:"e 
they v.'crt:, i : i 
The ancv.'ei iic-L' i:: tiie 
nucctP:-: cf the-ir t ou : ' . 
They s t i i i sc'.jn.d cre.^it, 
and : ' d say t i . e y ' d t c l a i -
iy cc off wh-rM they ccir.e 
tc r r i s b a n e . Rc t te : : has 
. i , an den.cn:it ! 'ctcd ;:y 
p i c fcnnd s ; at, e:T;t :::.:.• i . k o " : f nc ene l i k e : - u;;, v;e 
cio:;';. c a i r l " , anc': "'.'.'e ciro:;':; td^at: f u r k i n o bad a : ; .o ; 
a I i , a r e -.veT " 
The .':'•;."•: r i . ' - i c i s v;.. i i ; : n a tine- '-Cn y-c-i'y c i i i i e - ren : '.c 
td;e vCr rn: 'k i;; r.o .c:^Ger the uit.in^aue : ' e i ; o l i i c n 
and a p c i i ; ; i c a . ; : i a te : ; . en : . Wha". V;UK <;hccking tihor:, 
:;a; 'diy l a in f ; : an eyebiev . - : ; nt; new. ^-j\: a nov; ao ' i e ra 
t i o n cf yen ' : ; v . : i i p r c b a L i y icve ;,hen^, and the :T,i:r::c 
\-::','. b i . n a back a few hi:;ny iM;>rrcrie!j toy c i r io r I m t e n -
GCA: c r , wo:-;:, ra:'t: i::':: :f you one jven r i i i u l y a fa:; . 
'.'. yen h a t e them, .•.•eii, •;:;.:; ;:e\dew wcn' t ; ciianqe any-
Made::::e = . d c . 
LOUNGE OF SOUND 
"Lotincio ot Sound" 
V/OWi What an album of me.llow m u s i c . Very 
rr.cilcw. ThR crew of Louiific of Sound have 
movod away from t:he t r a d i t i o n a l band 
;.i'..';truiTienri; 
ar.d n::ed 
rhin.ctn ;ji',ch 
ar, percu;;-
5::r...-;, a 
!•] :c( q ' j i -
t a ; , co i ' c , 
Laii*a iw::aL^ 
ovc-r i <. ir, 
but; i t v/as 
u s e d ) . 
Tiiey've- evtni 
gone for t h e 
i^ei^GW ncnc 
ti<.-l!3 Guch 
as "Sni i ie" , ' 
Tiic "u;- ic i a 
t r u i y c r e a t a ibuc; . 
Cra.c; 
My Own Arrr,", "Cupic" e t c . 
::f a ve ry h i c h E t a n d a i d . A 
BOOTH A.\T THE EAD ANGEI. 
" : Be-iieve" ( ; - :nai( : 
An unuEuai ccii i a b c r a t i c n t o say the-
n ;2Ct ; a p p a r e n t l y i t cai:;e a b o u t a f t e r a 
ci<iirvGyant. t c i d Tirii Ecct.h, the- iea'-. 
Eince-r cf Ja::;G;-, t h a t he wculd bc !?con 
wcnkmc •.•,•! th a ma:: wit,*: : ?ic- nar::<= ot an 
a n c e i . That ::.an wai: cf cour.se Anaeic 
EaGaia::^enti 
of the -Twi:; 
r-ea-'U"" :;.u.'' : c 
: ar;.c . The 
co".bi n a t i o n 
in q u i t e 
i n c e r c s t i . n g 
nound;; coed 
v.'n<itc-Vfc:' ho 
;-inqL- and 
:'unt adri.= 
tr.at s p e c i a l 
r,ou::a t;i:dt 
Bn^^B^^Hffi^RflflBnHB^p'^Sr3j 
^^^^^^^^H T 9 ^ ^ ^ I 
• ^ s , ;i^" >;^ 1^ H K . ihJmrc- m 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' - M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H I ^ I 
;;.ar;on i.:t^ • ;;;unic s t a n d Cjt from the re:;t 
- a i t h c u c h d c n ' t c-:-:pect " I E o l i e v e " t c 
have tinat o therc-a l q u a l i t y oi Jule-;-
C r u i s e . 
.A r t inu r Ch r on kc f f 
•.'i :: 
! : nucce-nn ( .o[ t i t^ci: 
i.-o; ».-' an ai:r;0 . e-otiae 
c:e;^l.f; neuno t(; ; t n an: ii:;(io::;Cnt . 11 ' n 
'.'e Iy ;K't ;•; .'iV.\i e-tiny e'n tine '.'uin tii:£i it ' i-
i i v i ' i y . Tne- c;uii:ce- \*e;';:io:i in f ' leat , 
Babyface 'n "Kb.en w i l ] i see yov; agai;-)?" 
dance tun.e-), thfc> f.F ver.'jior. i s gri^at, I 
d o n ' t uniciernland why i i '< i not or. r a d i o 
y e t ? ! An- t h e cover s u c g e s t s , a b l ack 
and w h i t e v i d e o would a l s o be v i ; - u a l l y 
LUiir.uldt ing , onhancir.q t h e song for t h a t 
f u l i - o n e f f e c t . L i g h t h o u s e Family i s 
a v a i l a b l e o.n Polygram R e c o r d s . 
C h r i s s a Goorgiade.^ 
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EI.ACK SCI'', CKCIK - iS ticnnepcwei t f i ing le ) 
rci iov. ' ing a l c n a t h e l inc: - of t h e i r album 1(: HCRSE-
.'.e. ^L'ln i,;:.ci r...'^ .-.. r...,-,v .. .:.,,,.. •..:-.v...^  1:- ,-^ .; ^:.^t;:r i_-n ^ 
dene: ibe it an such becau:'e l':r. ccnfunod about it. 
On cne hand, t:;e r:unic, the lyrics, it's all there. 
On the ct;hor ha:;d, 1 can't i^ei thi-i i::;aGC of a hcrs:o 
galloping acre?:; :::id-we;:^ torn America c:f try mind, 
i^ ecauiso :':;: pretty nu:e thin hcr:;o is gcino in the 
v.-rcag di:-ecticn tiie 
iec'ord co":pany inte:ided. 
Tc nay that thi;- iiand ;n 
"a challe;ic:o fc;' rciycic:n; 
t:: c::•.c^  i?ry" in a:: unde;--
ntateitentl They're gcmc 
because tiiin ba::d in 
going :iowh(!rt=. 1 as-nsunk: 
they're clasnified as 
aitc-rnarive. Th:e quer-
tier, I pose i;? alterna-
tive tc wb.at? Fcpular 
Top -'.0 :;iunic or country 
mu;; i r ?! Oiihh! iVow i t' n 
cor.ina to me; they n\ui=C be dlter:iativc tc popular 
ir.uMic and blended with country. Hm-Tjn. (They're 
bizarre). 1 like to give new acts a decent: change 
in reviews and I have said previously that I enjoyed 
16 HORSEPOWER, the con;bination ct instruments is new 
and all, but the ir.ood and attr.osphere these guys con-
tinue to set in their songs is like a bloody ghost 
townJ I just can't see them reaching their full 
potential in Australia. In fact, l imagine it would 
be e.xcruciatingly difficult for an Australian audi-
ence to identify with this style of music., it is 
western flicks back-up .Tiusic. And unless ycu are a 
die-hard, and I mean DIE-HARD, fan of Clint Eastwood 
or John Wayne, you will enjoy this cd. 
Chrissa Georgiades 
r^riucita 
Sunshine 
Thin ie a rc-ally great ti;nc for cruisinc 
the streetK on a hot nunxern day, junt 
enjcyi,nc.' yojr;£eif aiic "forgetting iift,^ ". 
The tune contains sample:? cf "Bambclec" 
fron. tile- album "Gypsy Kings", a great 
ba;-:s boat combined v.'ith a catchy tune 
ir.akeK 
this 
one a 
ravcurite with ir.e. 
The second track "Cry India" is also a 
well recognised tune frotr, the land of 
Sunshine and Fina Coladas. 
Chris Jabs. 
TIDDAS 
"Tiddas" 
,pv« r. •-- ^xiO of Tiddas have put a superb 
self-titled album together. It includes such 
scngs as their current single "Ignorance is 
bliss", also "Anthem" and "Mission song". It 
is a first class follow-up to their debut 
album "Sing about life". Tiddas, great talent 
with songs of true meaning. 
P.S. If you purchase this album you get a 
free shov/bag. Bonus.' 
Craig 
C L A R I S S A 
" S i l v e r " 
I f y o u c a n i m a g i n e a s 
c r o s s b e t w e e n L i 
l o w , m e l Iov / a n d mc 
v e . G i n B i o s ; 
W e t S p r o c k e t a n d C o u n t 
o n y o u r w a y t o ' 
" S i l v e r " i s a f; 
' i s u a l i 
n e c o l 
f r o m t h i s A m e r i c a n t h r 
c o e d s a t m a k i n g 
g u i t a r s a n d d r u r 
a l w a y s p l a y t h e ; 
b u t v i b r a n t r o c ) 
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"Princess Tabu" - Vika and Linda 
This is the most enchanting album I've ever 
heard from Australian female; recording 
artists. To nay Vika and Linda have created 
a masterpiece is simply an understatement. 
With the impeccable material this duo created 
and tho integral contributions by musicians 
like Diesel, Tin Finn, Paul Kelly, Barry 
Palmer and Michael Baker, thi.q album wiil no 
doubt do very well on the album charts! 
PRINCESS TABU is an exotic, m.agical and my;---
terious experience. It's as fresh as a sea 
l-jreer.e, gentle as a caress and soft an a 
whisper. This is demo:;strated through tracks 
like BETWEEN' TWO SHORES and PRl.NCESS TAB'J. 
The tune LOVES COMES EASY will definitely 
become a num.iier one single and a favourite 
with live audiences, too. It's incredible I 
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OPEN ARMS - Mariah Carey ( s i n g l e ) 
OPEN ARMS i s a s o f t r o m a n t i c b a l l a d and 
Mariah Carey c o v e r s t h e o l d J o u r n e y ' s t r a c k 
iri hor u s u a l magica l s t y l e . T e c h n i c a l l y , 
v/here lier voca l a b i l i t i e s ar-e coiicerr .ed, I 'm 
s u r e many a g r e e t h a t hor f i v e - o c t a v e r a n g e i s 
indeed e x t r a o r d i n a r y . iiowover, a p p r e c i a t i o n 
of h,-r- m u s i c a l s t y l e depends on t h e i n d i v i d -
i -a i . I l o v e t h i s song and 1 t h i n k OPEN ARMS 
i-'" perfor'ir.ed stuii iviirgiy. Mariali i s such an 
i n c r p d i b l y t i a lon ted a r t i s t because h o r v o i c e 
i-' s imply he r mus ica l s t y l e and i t ' s phencmc-
iial - s t r i r i q s of nuiiiber one h . i ' s and 60 m i i -
^io:i alliums s o l d worldwtide. .Al:io on t i ie cd 
s i n g l e i s I AM FRnK, which i s a l i t t l e 
s e d a t e , oven for my l i k i n g . Hov.'ever, t h o 
l i v e v e r s i o n s of FAKTASY a::d VISiCM OF LOVE 
make up fo r t l i i s ir inor ::iishar> and y o u ' r e off 
aga in i n t o a D.AYDKEA.M, .'"Jo welcome t h i s cd 
wi th open ar:r,s and en joy Sony i t . i is ic 's g r e a t -
«Kt t a l e n t s i n c e S p r i n g s t e e n . 
Chrifina Goorg i ad{\5 
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Tho L i f e and Deatli o f Peter S e l l e r s 
Roger Lewis . 
PGtor S e l l e r s was s u r e l y che most popu-
l a r , t a l e n t e d , succes . s fu l comic a c t o r of 
the g r e a t pos t -v ; a r g t j n e r a t i o n of B r i t i s h 
ccrr.ic a c r o r r ; . HP v/a.s al. ' ;o, a.y ]\a3 been 
V.r.ov;,'. for yoar ; : , a wa'/ivard f o l l o w . 
spoi".r. rot;torn at; a c;-.ild JDy hir , o v e r -
l)oarinc: :r,',.;:r; ar.d n e a r - i : i v i : i i b : o dad. 
' f; f •::•-•;;, '.]i':i: :;|.:Gi;t. rot;t:en ijy 
Hr^llywood :::;t i i hi . ; p7(..':rat;t;rA cicath iri 
;98C. H" iioliavc'd cv/ f ; ; ] ; ' / t c h i s vario:;ri 
wiv:-:; and (cic:r:;.ov;! f'dqt^d; c h i i d i o : : , 
rai:;'!':; : :.i; ' a : i - ; i •.•;i;;t ; i,. a:; a r t . forn; and 
:-ad.. :;r: ' ; . i;::; iv-; fhjpr- f ro;;^ l'iC-\ t o 
; - ' " ' ' : ; " ; ; • • ; : : ; ; ; 7':.f'-r.:." H i r ; b-t';:;:; ; ; ' o j k , 
rhcunit, i;; : ;o th in« short , of i j r i l l i d n t . 
Poster :..v.-::;, ir. •..hi" o:-tt on:^ i v.- and h a i r -
:a :;•::,;; i>ioa:ciphy, tar:-;; t;h." :;ot:io;i of 
r;.d ;. :•;• • ho :;h;v a i it.t :.•• b i t f t ; r t h o r . 
::••: .••:;•, h • ::<;y5-, v;.,r- r:i::.piy "ovi i ." 
Kvi: 1:; if, •.'i'jic.ttt;, ai,>!;f;i'.'o, qro:.;nly 
''tiipi : a:;,'.':;f a i , a:;!.i t i ' ?ne : a : Iy !.;;;ychct;ic . 
I'l.t.:'-:" ':i.-(ii.::e: at vd i n t o t i e a t . i t t q hi ; ; c o -
• Mi i ; •?:,!::, i i j•:^/ door:: 'al:; , a;:d hi: ; c h i l -
;i(.i a '':0;;i:r;i< i t t a i !;'V'a(;ca;;o t o r a ta f t te r 
• •:;tly fen:-;!; ;;<:-r i i f e ' ; : r a i i : net iti drttg 
a';- 'tci.k'-; . ";!•• htif;ti;: v;r('ckac!(? fjeilii^rf; 
:::'•,:.., •.'•-' ;,•• c! i:;;.; f io t tn- ' i i:i Kcrt-o of 
•titttry. "';! . i't : a:ir.:vi(..j'.'v-, " "P ' i i ig "ihony," 
it. 1 • i;(.> , . ; . . , HI ;•>.•:. t , i - u . ^ y ; , a; : : . ! i f ( i i s ] , ; , , : ; -
;;•/ i;: tr: ycttr ta:;t;>-, ihi r tk t;wice b e f o r e 
. rixi';;;:tc; rhoao'ti, tf o:;ly a:; ti c a u t t o t t a r y 
• 0:: a<.K-d paroiit" i nc;. 
•T3" 
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riot V'ii: 
a l i i ',• 
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'It'., 
F-.a-.-r: P,';-at;t y /iCcor;i;:;g ;.c Sp; i-te 
'•tii i iciiilt . 
lh(.- i tuc.dy fttnny Spiko I-ii i: i ica:"; i i? (;ot-
iiay c-.-'/! Of- ci :-c, a:;d r^int; i a r ly fiwttio:; 
i:; P r i t t i t h tai : ioici ;;t.orit-;; or; "t:he Mo;;t 
hikf/iy t o ki^'k t:;;o b t i c k e l , " alf;:;g v;itd: 
Koi th Ficdtard:; a:;d Bob Hopo. Dettpitte 
a i l t:hi:-, i^o' r; i j t i i i a s f;i:::':y as e v e r , 
anci :ti:; l a t e : ; ' , j t i rc 'ec t ir; ; e writ.i:;c; 
Gri'at Bcokit ;;; ;ti:t ov.'! ,^ tir;iq;;o v?ay. Tito 
Oid Ti^;:t;a::;o:;t. , Wtif •ti-^rirta Hei:;:hr:' a:td 
hady Chat t e r l o y ' ; • i.c-rer i^avt'' a i i 
rit'Cf i',-''d t:;;i~' I'fi i i iaa:; t roat ttuttt in 
'.-,^ci-.:: y . 'ar ; ; , ar,!! ncv,' i t ' : - •r.h,:- t u r n of 
Black Beauty. 
I f ' s t.cid froTi t h e p o i n t of view of th.e 
eponyttiour- !ior;?e hir.:5olf, fro:n h i s f o a l -
r.(Xjd ("my ntothcr kopt 0:1 f t fuff ing tno 
wi th cti'ans t n t t i l if cane out; t he b a c k " ) , 
ti:> r.i:t wel 1-•"•arr.ed r e t i r e m e n t ' a f t e r win-
nittti the Grand N a t i o n a l l^orse r a c e . A;; 
wotili.i tx: t h e ca;;e If hor;;e;; c o u l d t a l k , 
i::.i.- :.',.- i;i;'hini;i tiie, re 1 k i c k e d hi:n in t h e b o l l o c k s " f e a -
• itt.i.i: i y , a;- d(.H.>:- t itr- u;;ual i l i i i i i t tan ; ; tuff about; pec , f a r t i n q and 
i .t;- f ti;;tit'.itiy, a i i i:t t h e ber t Gocnit;h t r a d i t i o n ; . I f y o u ' r e 
t . v-ttiiit iy att.tineri ir^ y titiit kitKi cf i^tuff, i dor;' t tt^ink a n y t h i n g a t 
" i i i i t i a i ; w i l i appea i . If, i i k e anyotte witi i a r e a i : ;ense of 
yc\-, :;o:ne!iow f ind : t ! ; i t e , bt!ms, and I j reakinq wind to he funny 
yot;' 1 i io'.--' t;;i;t o:ie. Read i t , and iaugh y o u r s e l f p e t t y , 
i ''fat ' itews 
BLACK 
BEAUTY 
v.. 
Daughters of A r a b i a 
J e a n Sasson 
E s s e n t i a l l y , t h i s i s t h e c o n t i n u a t i o n 
of " P r i n c e s s " , b u t focuses more on 
tho l i v e s of P r i n c e s s S u l t a n a ' s two 
young d a u g h t e r s , Maha and Air.ani. 
Al though much more r i s q u e t h a t t h e 
l a s t , t h i s f a s c i n a t i n g expose t a k e s 
t h e r e a d e r t h r o u g h s o c i e t a l p r o b l e m s , 
fant i ly l i f e of unirr .aginable o p u l e n c e , 
and f o l l o w s t h e fami ly a;; t h e y u n d e r -
t a k e t h e fartc i n a t ing p i ig r i r r . aqe known 
as " H a j " . I t i;.; porjr;!ible even tnore 
:; u p e r b 1 y vy r i 11 e^  :i t I'i a r; " P r i n c e .t s " , 
t l t i s tin-.e more i n t i t ) . i t e d e t a i l s o t 
a i i i-'ventr; dre r e v e a l e d , and r iarr t i -
t i o n of c l o s e f r i e r td 'H and f ^Ki iy 
metr.berr;'. P l i g h t s n i r r o r s t h e con-
ttitr.porary Saudi .Society , ijut titi.s 
ti:;;e cor . ta i ' i : ; a ray of hope a::d 
l a u g h t e r , and l o v e , and prankjs 
aniOitgtJt tiie h e a r t - w r e n c i i i n g t a l e 
v'hich p rovoke ttei f - r e f l e c t i o n a:id 
_ 1: d 
JEAN t^ 
. l((f//;'f,V f/'l' I'lflll/I'r'.v,.)/ 
h^.h.lhr l'lil.\'i:i:SS i ' ^ 
DAUGHMS 
OF ARABIA 
he i n j u . ' t t i c e . ;-ef loct ion dLouf 
dfuf io ra l i sa t ion and : ;ecrecy 
Arabia. 
E^y Maleha N'ewa:; 
^ 
•roundit tg wctiter:'3 l i v e s in £a t ;d ia 
POPF. dOH.\" PAUL I I : THFi BIOGRAPHY 
Tad S e h u l t z 
: i t h e r e i s a n y t h i n g l':r, p r e t t y i ture 
of, i t ' ; . ; t h a t it; the e a r l y nex t e e n -
fttry tv;o pront inent r e l i c.ti;;u;t per.-^on 
a i i t i e ; t of t h e seccnd hal f of the 
ilOth cont t t ry w i l t bo q u i t e s p e e t i i l y 
aud-'d t;c: t.;te : i;;f of t;lie i;atnt;i^ ct 
t h e Cat i t c l i c Ciutrc;;; o::e wii. . i.j(; 
Mctlu-r Titeres^a i!t Ga ic t i t t a anci tiie 
ct;;-;^: w i l l be Karoi Woj ty l a , ^ t h e ; 
w;;;e kncwn a;- Pope i.c'iv.: Paul ll. 
Undo;.;btedly up t h e r e w i t h S a i n t P>te; ' 
at^ .d Gregory t h e Great antonq t h e fev.' 
::;o:tt in f lue t i t i a i Pont i f f ; ; of the 
Rc>:;;an Ghurch, Joim Paul 11 w i i i a l ; ;o 
r e re;;ie;nbered a s ttie ~ a j o r i j o i i t i c a l 
anid t jccieii , a;j oppot^ed t o :tiere]y *,;he-
c l o g i c a l , i n f J u e n c e s a t t h e e:id of 
site .'leeor.d rr.: 1 i e n n i u " . 7ad Schr . l t n , 
an A.:ri'erican j o u r n a l i s t b e t t e r i-tncwr. 
for hiii"; workti on i .a t in Atiierica, th.:= 
t ime t a k e s on t h e enornou;; t .cpic t h a t 
POIM: 
]01iN PA I'L 
•s in 
^H ^^T'-
^r 'v 
• • A 
1 ..^ tefl 
• ^^^f|^|HB^H 
1 Hk^i^yj^Hl^HHH 
'r.\i).-zi I.c 
tttan, t h .oo loc i an , poe t and play '^fr ight r iaroi V.'cjtyia wac in I^'VS, ;: 
p r i s i n g e v e r y o n e but hin-.sclf, a s c e n d e d t o t h e Throne cf S'c. P e t e i 
and in s t i l l g o i n g s t r o n g ( d e s p i t e a l l t h e w o r r i e s about; ;ii;t heai 
e a g e r t o see t h e dawn o t t h e t h i r d ta i l lenniur : . . And h i s :;; a t r u l ' 
i n t e r e s t i n g G t o r y , not t o be tnittsed by anyone , r e l i g i o u s c r n e t . 
wants t o have a b e t t e r u n d e r s t a n d i n g of t h e f.vent ' ieth c e n t u r y h i ; 
r y . Tad Scht . l t r . w r i t e s from a l i b e r a l but s y x p a t h e t i : p o i n t of vi 
on s o c i a l i s s u e s ho cho;i(;s t o r e s p e c t u f ul l y d i s a c r e o -witri t;he Pot 
11 
1 
u r -
, 
th) , 
i/:;c 
!:o-
* ^ V ' } 
t \ 
which i s f i n e , bu t t h i s app roach f a i l s hitr. when d i s c u s s i n g John Paul 
I I ' . s r o l e a s a p o l i t i c i a n , e s p e c i a l l y the p a r t he p layed i n t h e down-
f a l l of conw.unism. T h e r e ' s tt.uch ir.ore t c the -ttci-y than ."chultrt 
a d m i t s , t h o o l d d o t a n t i s t t h a t he i s . N e v e r t i n e l e s s , Schu l t r . doej; 
s p l e n d i d j ob c a p t u r i n g t h e p e r s o n and the i n s t i t u t i o n t h a t i s the 
c u r r e n t Pope, and c h a r t i n g h i s phenomenal r i s e from t h e pc; ; t -Worl 
V.'ar I Polish, s m a l l tov;n e x i s t e n c e t o tho l e a d e r s h i p ot ttho w^orid' 
o l d e s t and most i n f l u e n t i a l i n s t i t u t i o n . While c e r t a i n l y no t the 
d e f i n i t i v e ( much l e s s t h e a u t h o r i s e d ) b iograp t iy cf Jchr: Paul 11 
t h i s i s a g r e a t r e a d . 
A r t h u r Chrenkoff 
Li 
c 
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E c s t a s y 
I r v i n e VJolsh 
From t h e v / r i t e r o t " T r a i n s p o t t i 
was c o n s e q u e n t l y made i n t o t h e 
" E c s t a s y " a c o l i e c t i o n of t h r e e 
r i o s , a l l l i n k e d 
i n t e n s e l y ; 5 t t o n g 
t a i n l y t h r o v ; you 
i t s o o n ? - -Now . 
An r . i G h t s a v e i f 
e h " ) , ( I t ' s oven 
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JEAN F.'S'ASSO|J 
DE.SPKHATION 
.•Stephen King 
The apparently psychotic cop, e.ipousing 
anti-Semitic, hcr.ophobic and anti-tr.igrant 
entiments terrorising the travellers 
along the desolate Nevada highway. How 
stereotypical can you get. I alntost aban-
doned reading this latest King offering 
after the first bO pages, but I persevered 
and V'/as rcv/arded witii e;-;perfencing what i.^  
arguably his best novel since "It". The 
change of setting from a ST.all-town Maine 
is alniost enough to tnake this one stand 
out as a King achievement, but 
"Desperation", if not really original in 
its concept and presentation ( suprise, 
suprise ), has this certain freshness that 
King has tried to recapture for a very 
long time. 
In tho tradition of "The -Stand" this is 
another story of the groat battle betv;een 
God and his enemies, this time in a tJitiall 
tiiining town in Nevada, where a group of 
travellers find themseives abducted by the 
local cop and pitted unexpectedly again!,;t 
the forces of evil, nature of which only 
slowly emerges from all the carriage and 
desolation in .Nevada desert. Not bad, not 
bad at all. 
Arthur Chrenkoff 
Evil Seed of the Fachc-r 
Jar.es Tatham 
Sot in tho sriall tov.Ti settle-
tr.ent of Tenant Creek, Joseph 
Parker is a ;e~crsoloGs 
Chri:;tian witii prudish ways 
!.)rought about due' to his itot; 
e:''s Puritan beli^ 'f;;. Alfhou 
oar 
;)Ot 
:::; f> act i tut. 
•i f o i;:en'-: !it i 
Srititi /trai Ki v.'oui-;; 
De'v'intti was i;'niy af 
,:'..i. t i i t i i i n . i r ; .:;t •;.";; a 
.i:> ;;av 
tOiiCh ycu, affe;;"f yottr i i ' e , 
s o c i e t y a:id i-iuman t i a t u r e , for-
e v e r . Gat.ci; a ccitiy aiiit : i:id 
beiit s e l l e r ciil arotuid t.iie 
By "a i^ i ia Newan 
.^t:yone weu;'; ty t;;>rgiven t o 
t i i ink invi;.; t v'd ccpv-ia;; and ijroij-
of K t y l e . : ; s o , t::::;^ i;;cok i s 
t h e ;i'-att: ot ,.i c le : ;e f!ii':.vi t.o 
p r e f e : ; : ; U'; • ;. ';•.:- .'•.-::.::^':i Rai-bit 
a::c. ;, :;iet irii^s, jii.;f iK f^tet itties, 
wctideritici wliat t i ie r ea i p o i n t 
l;)eiii;i;;i tile s t o r y v;a:;, A good 
'.i-ai:, in a;i uneo:iv..'::i i o n a l kind 
Py " . i k - h a ;;,,-.wa;t 
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Planet Of Life Vol UI 
This particular video contains two parts of the 
acclaimed series screening on the Discovery 
Channel, the first one dealing with the insect 
world and the other with the search for the miss-
ing Unk. It's a fascinating watching - you ain't 
seen nothing yet until you've seen hov/ the bees 
kill the wasps or how the leaf-cutter ants farm 
fungi for food; or similarly until you've seen the 
Wonderful computer animation of skeletons of 
our ancestors. Nature is a truly amazing thing, 
as this video shows, but unfortunately hidden 
from so many of us. "Planet of Life" consistent^ 
brings the beauty and the amazing complexity of 
life to the small screens of our homes, and for 
that it deserves all the praise it can get. 
Davo 
Shawshank Redemption. 
This film was based on the Stephen King short 
stoiy "Rita Hayworth and the Shawshank 
Redemption" , before you scream about how bad 
Stephen King translates to film just remember 
this isn't one of his dodgy horror novels. The 
film stars Tim Robbins as an accountant who is 
wrongly convicted for murder, he finds prison 
life hard until he becomes friends with Morgan 
Freeman's character, a man whose been behind 
bars for twenty years. The film follows their 
lives in prison their trials and triumphs. 
Unfortunately this is all the plot I can give sim-
ply because the film is so rich in twists and 
developments. The acting is second to none with 
both Robbins and Freeman giving powerhouse 
performances. The fihn is not for the hght 
hearted as their are a few scenes which are so 
reahstic in the portrail of prison life, so don't 
show the kids or little brother and sister. All in 
all a monumental film with great plot and acting, 
buy the video that's all I can say! 
Lee Harvey Oswald. 
The Double Life of Veronique 
The film world was stunned when Polish director 
Krzysztof Kleslowski announced not so long ago 
that he was retiring. He must have experienced 
a change of heart ( no pun intended in light of 
his death from heart attack ), since over the last 
few months he was working on a new trilogy 
"Heaven, Hell, Purgatory". Alas, his untimely 
death at the age of 54 means that we have to 
satisfy ourselves with Kleslowski's older works. 
It would be easy to dismiss 
"The Double Life of Veronique" as yet another 
European film to be watched by "Intelligent" peo-
ple so that they can pretend afterwards to know 
what the hell was going on in the movie. It is a 
story of emotional and paraJiormal bonds 
between people - to say anything more would 
merely confuse the Issue - see the film for your-
self and be the judge whether this eerie, beauti-
ful and hauLnting story is your cup of tea. 
Whether you Uke it or not, "The Double Life of 
Veronique" cannot be faulted on production val-
ues and Irene Jacob's award winning perfor-
mance. The film is now available for purchase on 
video as part of the "International Classics" 
series. 
A River Of Sovmd 
The beauty and power of Irish traditional music 
Having come from a coimtry where folk music is 
rather iminspiring, I can appreciate that the tra-
ditional Celtic music is certainly up there with 
the best whether at the toe-tapping dynamic end 
of its spectrum (a la the Chieftans' "The Rocky 
Road to Dublin") or in its heart-wrenching melan-
cholic beauty as anyone who listened to James 
Horner's original score to "Braveheart" will sure-
ly know. "A River of Souind" is a long and satis-
fying journey through the modern Celtic music 
scene in all its aspects, be it instrumental music, 
singing or dance and whether it's a faithful ren-
dition of old melodies or merely an inspiration 
for semi-classical and New Age music. Any fan of 
the Celtic music won't be disappointed; the v/hole 
range of instruments is in itself enough to satis-
mances of the (then) unknowri Rowan Atkinson, 
Mel Smith, Griff Rhys-Jones and Pamela 
Stephenson (who Impersonates the awful Janet 
Street-Porter in an "interview" with Billy 
Connolly). There's also the first appearance (In 
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fy every musical taste: from pipes, flutes, harps, 
pianos, harmonicas to whistles, violins, bodhran 
pipes etc. etc. "A River of Soiond" presents the 
work of the "invisible artists" carrying on the 
tradition on both sides of the Atlantic, but there 
is certainly a scope for another video of this kind 
celebrating the more famous exponents of the 
Celtic music, be they the Chieftans, Claimad, 
Enya, Loreena McKennltt or (God forbid) the 
Corrs. 
Arthur Chrenkoff 
Not the Nine O'clock News Volume One. 
This is English comedy in the grand Monty 
Python tradition. Which is to say that it's occa-
sionally hilarious, often funny, and sometimes 
flops miserably. 
It's topical humour too, so the jokes about 
"Mag^e Patcher" and the British Social 
Democratic party, not to mention Hua Guofeng, 
fall a httle flat nowadays. 
It's worth watching, though, for the constant 
sketches about pubUc dunnies, and the perfor-
voice only, mind you) of Mr. Bean, in which he 
designs himself a house in which (you guessed 
it) toilets figure rather prominently. Some of the 
sketches are great (especially the Mr. Bean one, 
and a "darts" tournament which turns out to be 
a boozing contest), some are inexphcable, and 
the scngs (including one on Oswald Moseley, and 
the rather uncomfortable "cunniUngus" song) are 
generaUy awful and not worth the effort. This 
"Not The Nine O'clock News" video is rather 
patchy, but good in parts. Watch it, if you like 
this kind of stxiff. 
Stephen Matthews 
Moonshot 
This is the story of the most intense and thrilling 
project undertaken this century - "To land a man 
on the moon in this decade and bring him safely 
back to earth". This story is told from the 
viewpoint of Deke Slayton, one of the original 
seven Gemini astronauts who had the 'right 
stuff. It is narrated by Barry Corbin, who 
played Maiorice, the ex-Mercury astronaut, in 
Northern Exposure. 
It chronicles the selection process, the dash of 
ego's between these highly motivated, self-confi-
dent test pilots, the triimaphs and tragedies of 
the space race, He offers a brief biographj-- of all 
the astronauts and a random of most of the mis-
sions. It's all here: the shock of being beaten by 
the Russians into space, the anguish at the death 
of the space program's biggest fan. President 
John P. Kennedy the shock of the Apollo 1 fire, 
the recovery from that, the first moon landing 
the drama of Apollo 13 and, finally, Deke's ovm 
voyage into the wild black yonder on the joint 
American-Soviet mission in 1975. A highly-
interesting and informative account of one of this 
centuries greatest achievements from one who 
was there. Eight rocket stages out of ten. 
Marvin. 
The Best Of Hancock 
Tony Hancock tragically bore out the av/ful chche 
of the "sad clown". The most popular British TV 
comedian of his time (the early 'sixties), he took 
his own Ufe in Sydney in 1968. His Ufe v/as an 
utter mess, his work (until his comic timing was 
ruined by alcohoUsm) was flawless. This tape's 
not a bad selection from his work. It's got the 
classic "Blood Donor" episode, "The Lift" and 
"The Bedsitter," amongst others. To modern 
viewers, Hancock's style is perhaps best 
described as Mr. Bean meets Victor Meldrew, 
though the Hancock character's a bit more com-
plex than this. His script-writers, Alan Simpson 
and Ray Galton, (later to create "Steptoe and 
Son") took Hancock the man's milUon folUes and 
foibles and used them to huge effect. Seemingly 
so straightforward, this is classic, human come-
dy. It's not to everyone's taste, I'm sure, but 
"The Best of Hancock" is a brilUant example of 
clever, understated character comedy. 
Marcus SaUsbury. 
ARCHAEOLOGY: The Americas 
When I reviewed the previous volume of the 
series - "The Mediterranean" - somebody must 
have been Ustening because here we have anoth-
Amerlcans and when exactly did they arrive in 
the New World; the fate of the city of 
Teotihuacan and whether its downf aU had any-
thing to do with an astronomically inspired cult 
of ritual warfare and human sacrifice; the real 
storj' behind "The Last of the Mohicans"; the yet 
imanswered riddle of whether the Anasazi people 
(the name should be famiUar to aU "The X-Piles" 
fans) practiced cannibaUsm, and finally the mod-
ern day attempts to locate and bring to the sur-
face the legendary Civil War iron-clad v/arship 
"Merrimac". All fascinating stories that remind 
us once again about the glory and mystery that 
is the human past. Splendid. 
Arthur Chrenkoff 
Jungle Book. 
•" THE 
FINAL GUT 
This film is in the similar vein to other recently 
adapted Uve action children films such as "The 
Little Princess". Jungle Book stars up and com-
ing young actor Jason Scott Lee who shot to star-
dom in the movie "Dragon, The Bruce Lee Story". 
Lee makes a rather convincing MowgU, however 
the rest of the acting leaves a great deal to be 
desired. Jungle Book is the kind of fihn that you 
sit the kids down to watch while you go cook din-
ner and pray no one makes you v/atch it. For aU 
its worth the Jungle Book is quite good children's 
entertainment, yet too wooden iov adults to real-
ly enjoy. 
John F Kennedy. 
The Dinner Party. 
It's so hard to find good erotica these days that 
Semper had to send away to the ACT to get it. 
The Dimier Party is top quaUty porn featuring 
some of the best stars in the business, such as 
Debbie Throat and Mr. Schiong. The Dinner Party 
entertams the adul: viewer vath a wide range of 
visually pleasing scenes. Debbeie Throat has cum 
a long way since her days in dodgy porn flicks 
such as "The Butts Motel" and "Chicks vrith 
Dicks 4", obviously she's worked out to firm her 
now supple breasts and washboard stomach. Plot 
development is rather strong for your average 
r'fWiiKH^^C^MS^ 
4> 
?%''v 
IAN RICHARDSON Ond DtANK PLKTCHER 
^ S HE'S BACK. ^ 
AND HE'S MORE SCHEMING THAN EVER., 
J—V > «sn»ciic*eApf>ivio«HSONs . 
'••'^ UNMH15 YEARS 
^«:>:uv^i•Al5«5Ct^l 
"The Final Cut" 
It's odd that the final installment in the 
enthralUng story of the Rise and Rise of Francis 
Urquhart should be named after a Pink Floyd 
(Roger Waters, really) album about the "Requiem 
for the Post-War dream," but the title fits nicely. 
It's just been on telly, so the eventual ending is 
no surprise: after solving a looming crisis in 
Cyprus (in which he's just invested a few bucks 
for his retirement), British PM Urquhart is 
bumped off by his Mrs, in collaboration ivlth the 
sinister MIS man Corder, in order to protect him 
and his reputation from an imminent leadership 
challenge from his Foreign Minister, who knov/s 
all about Urquhart's antics as a soldier in 
Cyprus, shooting terrorists in cold blcod. 
As is almost always the case with these sorts of 
British dramas, the script is very well done 
indeed (although the author of the original 
Urquhart novels, Michael Dobbs, asked for his 
name to be removed from the credits), but the 
acting's better. Ian Richardson excels as 
Urquhart, his v;onderf\il addresses to the audi-
ence being a highUght of the whole trilogy (also 
featuring "House of Cards" and "To Play the 
King," as if you didn't knov/), Diane Fletcher 
does a lovely Lady Macbeth turn as his vrife, and 
Paul PreemaJi (Belloq from "Raiders of the Lost 
Ark") is wonderfuUy sanctimonious as the 
Foreign Minister, vrith Isla ("The History Man") 
Blair as his love interest. David RyaU from "The 
Singing Detective" pokes his head in as the 
oafish media tycoon. Sir Bruce BuUerby, and 
Nick Brimble lurks about as the shadovjy spook 
Corder. It's aU weU done, from the opening 
scenes of a tearful Urquhart putting his favourite 
dog down and soUloquising over it, to the final 
scene of his assassination at the unveiUng of a 
statue of an im-named former British PM 
(referred to by UrquJnart, along with much of the 
pubUc, as "that bloody woman"). The scary thing 
is, you actually end up feeUng sorry for the poor 
feUow, murderer and autocrat though he is. Pine 
drama indeed, released on a (once more) prohibi-
tively expensive two-video set, 
Stephen Matthews. 
X^idS 
er fine coUectlon of five episodes of the 
"Archaeology" TV show; as always entertaining 
and educational, and as always narrated by John 
Rhys-Davis - this time taking the viewers on a 
journey to discover some historical mysteries of 
the Americas (although the focus of all the five 
episodes is on North America and does not 
descend much below Mexico). The episodes look 
In tiu-n on the question of who were the first 
porn flick. Scenes to be sure to be in the room 
for rather than the toilet are "Girl on Hornback", 
"Doctors and Nurses" and "Milkmaids and Butt-
er". The film ends with a triumphant orgy as the 
young and inexperienced couple are taught a les-
son in the art of love making. Porn has never 
been so good. Five bUsters out of sex. 
Mr. XXX. 
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Amateur Theatre: The Beginnings 
"Elizabeth the Third" 
It doesn't take long for the scene to begin falling into place. Within half an 
hour the director has the talent spotted. The actors are sent away to endure a 
week of nail biting suspense while the calm fail of the director's red pen deter-
mines who lives and dies in the fierce, unforgiving world of amateur theatre. 
Weeks pass. The successful actors hone their knowledge of the play (Elizabeth 
the Third" - a comedy by lan Austin) and everything begins to fall into place. 
A large crowd of at least sixty people (sadly, mostly friends and relatives) gath-
ers to watch the performance that could have been enjoyed by anyone. 
The thing with amateur theatre is that, as a member of the audience, you can 
really feel the pleasure that the actors get from their efforts. These people are 
not professionals, and they won't win any awards for their amateur work - but 
through al! of the mistakes and badly delivered lines you can really sense the 
thrill that these people are getting from doing silly things I front of a big audi-
ence. Before long you find yourself rooting for the actors rather than mind-
lessly staring at tneir performance (like you do every evening I front of the TV). 
It's a small triumph (over potential embarrassment, -eally) when they pull off a 
joke which goes down well. 
Elizabeth the Third was enjoyed by all, but the celebrations afterwards showed 
that ihe people who got the most out of it were the amateur actors - the 
abnormal, the weird, the self-confessed ordinary people - who gave it some-
thing that the professional never could. 
Check out some amateur theatre - It's well worth a look. 
Glynn Masterman 
Ah... amateur theatre, home of the bewildered, the unpopular, the dysfunctional, the 
abnormal, the deformed, the moron. Or so I thought. 
It begins with the dreaded ice-breaking ceremony. The would-be actors are gathered out 
of the safety of dimly-lit corners, into the light of the stage. There they are forced to pre-
tend that they are trees. 
As they sway and roll gracelessly in the imaginary wind, I feel myself quickly losing my 
grip, tliinking of reaching out for my imaginary axe and putting a stop to this... troubling 
spectacle. Then suddenly, so sweet in its mercy, the grim performance is over, I relax, but 
what is to come? 
Personal introductions. I 'eel slightly, but as I walk through the valley in the shadow of 
death... 
First: "fHello, my name is (withheld), and I love a jolly good scratch in the morning". 
Second: "I am here because I have a psychological crutch - ! feel I am inferior" 
Third: (when asked by the director - God knows why - if she talks to panda bears): "I 
didn't know that was a pre-requisite". 
An untapped mother-lode of sheer acting talent, methinks. 
Then the director brings cut the script and the real auditions are undenA/ay. There's no 
turning back now. Two nen enter, one man leave. 
The actors look a bit lost on the stage as they try to look natural while peering obviously 
down at their scripts held in one hand at waist height. But it is here that my cynicism 
ends (but please don't stop reading, cynicism fans). 
It doesn't take long for the scene to begin falling into the place. Within half an hour the 
director has the talent spotted. The actors are sent away to endure. 
.h «1lS-•: 
Rumo.'"S 
New York City, "here's no other-town like il in the,vvorld. 
Take last night for instance. The Deputy Mayor had a 
shindig at his tov;n-house to celebrate his tenth wedding 
anniversary. He had invited four couples to join him and 
his wife. But the party never begins. The host shot him-
self in the head. For the squeamisn among you, don't 
worry - it was only a flesh wound. Also, his wife was miss-
However, this oniy makes the'ir situation more, perplexing 
than It akeady is, for no-one can remember who has been 
told what about whom. Ah, New York, New York, 
That's the basic synopsis of Cement Box Theatre's new 
^ production "Rumors", by renowned American playwright, 
K'eil Simon, also author of "Barefoot in the.Park", "Biioxi 
Blues" and "The Odd Couple". Tho Cemeci't Box Theatre 
vvill be putting on this acclaimed dn6 hHarous play from 
Fnday October 25 to Saturday November 16, playing 
between Wednesday to Saturday at Sp'ti. There's a rumor 
that It's good. 
§m 
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Henry l-ive 
A Trocadero Production 
Performed in West End Place or what niay more commonly be known as Nicholson's Transpor 
Warehouse, (on the corner of Bank and Mollison Streets, West End) Brett Heath (director and 
"Henry") has created an alternative view of Shakespeare's famous history play. 
Portraying the English as punks and French as black-clad ninjas brought a modern and raw f^ 
this production although there were problems with a performance in a warehouse, these beL 
that it was cold, drafty and occasionally passing traffic would drown out the actors. 
A talented cast presented an exciting dramatic piece that at times resembled the 1989 Kenn-
-^  Branagh film with contemporary music used to create mood. A surprising feature of the pre 
tion was the singing of "Zombie" (of Cranberries fame) by Katherine to Henry. 
The stage-set the audience^yery close to the action and the abundance of old car bodies-^no 
scrap metal were used brilliantly to create drama and noise in the battle scenes. Although it 
late to, catch this production of Henry Five, I would strongly suggest attending any other Bret 
Heath productions. •" < ' 
AMW -. ' . 
f . ' ',•' V , - • ' 
"Double Take" by QUT graduating acting students 
Directed by Rod Wissier 
If this play was supposed to make me think twice about killing myself, it 
didn't. It would be fair to say that Queensland playwright Jan's Balodis 
missed his mark with this attempted insight into the wodd of contempo-
rary teenage love and angst. 
Set in present day Bnsbane "Double Take" sifts through the emotional 
ruins left behind by your average explanation less youth suicide "Nicko", 
a bastard before he killed himsef, suddenly becomes an enigma after his 
death, as each character is left to grapple with the legacy of confusion, 
pain and unanswered questions. If you had to draw a moral conclusion, 
it would most likely be that the 'eal victims of suicide are the ones eft 
behind, who have chosen not tc opt for the easy death option but some-
how are obligated to feel responsible for the suicider's decision. 
Predictably, the play ends with the final laying to rest of "Nicko" with a 
somewhat poorly directed "groi.p hug" scene. Credit though must go 
the cast who faced the difficult task of maintaining the tension for an 
uninterrupted 1 hour and 45 minutes. Some ohg nality was shown 
though with an integration of stage and film sequences, the latter provid-
ing insight into both the minds of "Nicko" and his friends, The combina-
tion at times over-lapped, confusing the audience member with simulta-
neous action on both screen and stage. 
Technically, the lighting and sound more than adequately reflected the 
moods on stage, and a simple and efficient set was utilised well. 
"Double Take" played at the Woodward Theatre 'rom 3-14 September 
which means you've missed it, but don't worry it's nothing to kill yourself 
over. 
Y, Weber 
TURANDOT 
The only major disappointment of my night at the opera was that - because 
of procrastination in preparation for the night and inadequate parking facili-
ties being available five minutes before the show began, necessitating a 500 
metre spnnt to the Lyric Theatre - we arrived five minutes late and were 
thus relegated to the second balcony for the first act. This led to the only 
minor disappointment of the night - a lack of opera glasses with which to 
see the action all the way down on stage. 
Howeve', after the first intea'al we went tc our proper seats - in the first 
balcony. Actually, this probably would have been one of the better seats in 
the house, as we were eye-to-screen with the subtitles (of sorts), so neces-
sary to understanding a Latin opera. Unacquainted with the opera as 1 am, I 
was quite pleasantly surprised. This was opera as I had always imagined it -
big and fantastical. The storyline, the characters, the sets, the costumes, 
the executioner's muscles - all larger than life and divorced f''om reality. Not 
that this is bad at all. Gad, no. That's what made it so exciting. 
Basically, the plot is thus; Princess Turandot, the cold mistress of ancient 
China, haunted by an ancestor's terrible fa:e, W\\\ only let the man who 
answers her three riddles marry her. Dozens have tried and died as a result 
of their failure. But there is one man, Calaf, blinded by his wholehearted 
love of Turandot, who - against all the odds and -warnings of his family and 
others - succeeds. To avoid the marriage, she accepts his challenge to learn 
his name by dawn - if she does, he can die; if not, they must wed. 
Ultimately, love thumphs. 
Credit for this splendid performance must go to Mary Jane Johnson and 
Kenneth Collins as Turandot and Calaf respectively, conductor Vladimir 
Kamirsk:, director Graeme Murphy, as well as the other oerformers, chorus 
members, backstage crew and orchestra members. 
Beth Hovon 
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Trom-the CIu'bt& Soci^ties'Vfre Presiclent, /mr^ 
Park 
Well, what a year it has been. A year of highs and 
lows, but for all the clubs and societies on this cam-
0^p{iSi]it has nnostly been a year of highs.;.'• ': 
.^ ••.. This year has seen record funding.fof clubsand soci-
y'- eties and I am, proud to say that I haVe maintained -
my prpmise 0^ increasing club funding by 50%,; For 
this I am also grateful to Michael Barry, Union ;• 
: treasurer, pur beliefs on funding to clubs and soci--
' "eties centred on the idea of value for money. That'•• 
is, when you pay your compulsory Union fee of 
around $240/annum you should expect to get more 
than a few crappy lunchtime gigs by bands who all 
sound the same accompanied by all you can eat 
tofu and rabbit scraps. You should expect to get 
more than people pushing their ideological beliefs 
on you in the form of weeks such as "sexuality 
week" and spending hundreds of thousands of dol-
lars on obscure union areas which 90% of the stu-
dent population neither know about or would be 
made to feel welcome unless you hair is orange or 
purple and you have at least sixteen metallic objects 
piercing various sections of your body. 
16000 students at UQ are members of a club or 
society. There are many great, active clubs out 
there which genuinely care about their members 
and put on great functions and events for them. 
These clubs serve many purposes and are extremely 
important for this university as a whole. 
Firstly they help to create a great social culture on 
campus, maintaining the image from non-UQ stu-
dents that this campus is the most socially active in 
the state. 
S'^ cSnBly, clubs and soci^ti«''brinc|'togeth'er'people 
with similar beliefs, whether it be a belief in a reli-
gion, belief in a form of politics, belief that choco-
late is god's gift to mankind, or a belief that the 
Mechanical Engineer's Society or Romance 
Languages Club put on the best and most thor-
oughly enjoyable srhokos and fiestas. 
thirdiy and irnportantly, within these clubs friend- • 
';;S.hip.s are cji-eated, alrid:)Tiany are kept well after the ; 
• 'sty'dles are'tompleted;'' For'sUch a huge campus, I ,^ 
..be.lieVe theseiriendsiiips and involvements help to " ' 
•••make nevv~student^feel less alienated and oBsicure. 
For these reasons alone Clubs serve their purpose. 
It is my belief that creating higher funding for our 
clubs and societies allows greater access to your stu-
dent services charge and a wonderful opportunity 
for our clubs to put on better, cheaper functions 
and therefore develop both their memberships and 
activity levels. 
I reckon this increase has worked!! 
Clubs have grown on average by 15% - 25% and in 
some cases by 100% in membership. In terms of 
club activity and membership levels, it's been a great 
year, and I wish to thank Michael Barry and 
President Jody Thompson for making room for my 
beliefs in the annual budget. 
On a personal note, I would like to thank all of 
those fabulous people from Ciub executives whom I 
have:befrjended and who have supported me 
throughout the .year..,, .Thanl<;s.,tp. ii^^hese people,;,,.^ 
whq^jielpp tc i ^e i^e j i ' g r^yeafd f Clubs a0^'%^ 
Socfeties'success; idli §\i j ^ ^ 
Simon and Tom from AIESEC. Susanne from BRUCE, 
Tim from DOGS IN SPACE, Amy and Clay from ENG-
LISH STUDENTS, Hoops, Lucas, Matt, Tocha, Pig and 
all the EUS boys, Simon and John from UQLS, Neil 
and Jody from MESS, Moepeng from AFRICAN STU-
DENTS UNION, Mike Ronnie Iwan and Thuy ana3SQftl% 
from VIETNAMESE STUDENTS, lan and Dave U&rt'^M 
BEER APPRECIATION SOCIETY, Brett from BUS§f .^<# 
' CHOCSOC,'Aii-dfi from JAPANESE SOCIETY, Gus 
"Bomboleo" Tamayo from ROMANCE LANGUAGES, 
Nahum from RUSSIAN STUDENTS, Whitey and all 
the punters at SECS, Snoops from X-FILES, Sarah 
from EMMANUEL, Givers from UNION, Richo from 
EVANGELICAL STUDENTS, Samantha from STUDENT 
LIFE and Georgine from WATL. Apologies to any-
body I've left out. 
All of these people deserve recognition for their 
commitment to their club and its members. 
Most of all though a huge thank you to the won-
derful babes of C & S, Tina, Kylie and Laint. Guys, 
thanks for your support, thanks for your "giving a 
shit" about clubs and doing everything within your 
means to promote and benefit them. Thanks for 
the B105 and JJJ, thanks for all your bloody tears 
but mostly thanks for your friendship. 
As this is a Semper Clubs and Societies report I wish 
not to dive into union politics, but if you feel like a 
good read, may I direct your attention to the 
upcoming edition of the Union Annual Report. 
I have had a sensational year and have actually 
achieved some of my goals, and for this ultimately, I 
wish to thank you the student for the faith you 
placed in electing me to this position. I honestly 
appreciate the opportunity I was given. 
Best of luck and warmest regards with more beers 
and more cheers. 
Affrew Parks??^  M^ 
t,^-
WALKING, Camilla and the "Ball" gang from ffi W » 
ctop 
^, l l 
ml,' 
Ctivities 
w i t ' da 
THE LOUD 
MINORITY 
Friday 25th Oct. _ . 
Pizza Caffe ^/^^ ^ ^ ^ 
Union Complex ;^a*^ 5 ^ ^ 4 » 
University of Qld ^ ^ S t ^ "* 
Starts 7pm ^fm m- ^J^' 
FREE «J^ 
Activii ics Prcscnis In I'rmiii 
The .Siljiiuvn Comedy Club 
THE i 
€A^^POS 
oming Up 
Weds Oct 16. Lunch. Pizza Caffe, Free, Wild Water 
Fri Oct IS, Lunch, Pizza Caffe Free band and BBQ hosted 
by MMM 
Weds Oct 23 Lunx:h, Pizza Caffe Free, Simpletons 
Thurs Oct 24, 1pm to 4pm, Rec Club, Oktoberfest 
FrPOct 25th, Eve, Pizza Caffe, Free, Jazzniks 
Weds Oct 30th, Lunchtime, Pizza Caffe, Free, Asprln > 
Thurs Oct 31. Eve, Schonell,"'(^ampus Comedy Club 
VB ACTivillES & lECjENdz PRESENTS VB 
OKTOBERFEST 96 
FREE BBQ 
FIRST 700 
PEopU GET 
A FREE 
GERMAN 
STEIN 
$5.50 ENTRY 
FEATURING 
PETER &ROSE 
MICI^ LENNON 
ANPREW KASON 
PIUS MORE 
i 
AT ThE REC Club ThtRsdAy 24iU OcTobER 
1 .OOpM TO 4.00pivi 
LunchTimes 
October 16th Wild Water 
Darwin 
October 23rd THE SIMPLETONS 
From Lismore 
New Album "Tandem" 
WARNING 
)} Tickets Limited 
m THE SCHONELL THEATRE FOYER 
7.00P^^ START APWNCf FROM THE 
LICENSEP BAR UNlON lOUY SHOP O 
E M T R Y f ° ° ' ON THE POOR 
October 30th ASPRIN 
From Sydney 
Last Gig for 96 
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NEUS FROM 
Hi Everyone, 
Well WQ've come to the end of another year and the final 
'readable and enjoyable' Semper for an era. Semper locks like 
heading to the 'pack' again with the election of 'Buzz' in this 
year's Student Union Elections. 
Before I go any further, I would like to thank my 
wonderful Executive this year for all their support and 
cooperation, particularly during all the 'bad' times but also 
through 
all the 'good' times. Without them the year would not have been 
the successful, enjoyable one that it was. The 1996 Union 
Executive displayed great unity, commitment and diligence at 
all times irrespective of the antics and disruptiveness of a 
certain member of Executive, whc through their display only man-
aged to bring themself down. 
Special thanks must be extended to my right-hand man, the 
almighty secretary, Luke Myers whose never ending support and 
help was indeed a cherished gift. Also thanks to Heidi for 
putting up with me, I know it's often difficult sharing an 
office. Also special thanks goes to all the Union Staff for 
their cooperation and friendliness, and especially to Admin _ 
Staff & Betty for their never ending assistance and tolerance. U O C L V . 
This is the final atint Cor me as President of the Student Union 
and it has been a valuable experience. It is one which I 
wiil look back on in years to come and say that it was a 
positive achievement, and one which included no regrets. 
I suppose my only regret is that I couldn't dc everything 
that I had desired to do, but this was due to the disruptive 
actions of a small bunch of rowdy activists, who achieved 
nothing anyway, and some unfriendly Council Members. 
For my successor, Cynthia, I wish you the best of luck as your 
are going to need it, especially in regards to the future of 
Student Unions in Queensland. I hope that your year is 
rewarding and that you reap many benefits from it, as I have 
done. 
So, it's goodbye to everyone and thank you to all those who 
gave "Action" a mandate to govern. We certainly enjoyed 
representing students, those who allowed us to, anyway. 
Best wishes to all for the future. 
I bid ye farewell, 
Well now it is time for 
ACTION to say goodbye for 
1996. 
1996 has been both a 
challenging and interesting 
year. It has been a year in 
which the political environ-
ment has been overturned and 
the overall awareness of 
student issues has increased. 
This year you union in ACTION 
has tried to deliver on our 
promises of TRANSPORT, 
EDUCATION AND FUN. 
Transport has been an area in 
which I have worked closely 
with local Brisbane City 
Councillors Judy Magub, June 
O'Connell and Bob Mills. In 
March we organised the 
successful transport week in 
which the union hired buses 
and ferries for the day to 
highlight the concerns of 
tertiary students. This 
exercise gave the union 
copious amounts of publicity 
and put Lord Mayor Jim on 
the backfoot as he tried to 
make excuses for the pitfalls 
of Brisbane City Council 
Transport. We also success-
fully organised a petition 
calling for the introduction 
of 1/2 price bus and ferry 
fares. This petition was 
signed by over 600 students 
and was presented just 
recently to the council by 
Cr. Judy Magub but unfortu-
nately has fallen on deaf 
ears. 
1996 has seen some major 
changes to the education 
sector in Australia and in 
particular the University of 
Queensland. Not only have 
students had to contend with 
budget cuts rumoured to be 
around 12% but UQ students 
were also faced with the 
dramatic restructuring of the 
faculties. It was pleasing 
to note however that the 
federal government cuts were 
not around 12% and I believe 
it pleasantly surprised most 
Students. Both Jody Thompson.. 
(President) and Matthew ;' ••'• 
Cavanagh (Education Vice-
President) have v;orked 
tirelessly to represent stu-
dents on these issues as well 
as lobbying for assessment by 
student number and for more 
subjects in Su:nir.er Semester. 
I love the nightlif;e, 1 love 
the ACTION, I wur.t to have 
some fun. FUI; has been the 
area where there has been a 
massive inprovernent in 1996. 
Under the guidance of Andrev.' 
Park (Clubs and Sociotie.s 
Vice-President) the C&S area 
ha." finally been given the 
recognition it deserves v.'it.h 
the promised ^01 increase in 
funding. As proi:,:yed v;e also 
hocted the biggeaL ana best 
O'V.'eek in hl.:-'.:cry with 
special thar.:-:.-; going •.o 
Rusnoll Thoxas (O'Week 
Director), Michael 
Klein.'",clrri". dt (Environment 
Officer and Assistant O'Week 
Director) , iieidi Pietzner 
(Genera] Vice-Prej-..; don':) and 
Andrev; Silcox (Acting 
Activities Organiserj . 1'>''6 
also sa\-i ar: incrnaoe i.i iuncl-; 
time bands, b.b.q's, and .qaw 
the return of viie old 
favourite Scavenger Hunt. 
These are just a few o:: the 
areas in which ACTION 
believes v/e have improved 
your union. 
liowever, 1996 was not all 
good nev7S. it v;aK sad to 
see a small ninori;:y oi frus 
trated losers try to hijack 
the union this year. These 
people spread malicious and 
vicious rumours and lies 
about tho state of the union 
(no Jody never got a $30C0 
couch!!!), as well as causing 
thousands of dollars worth oi 
damage to the union building 
and name. 
This year has strengthened my 
determination to continue to 
fight for Voluntary Student 
Unionism (V.S.U) in 1997 and 
to fight against affiliation 
to the corpjnunist (N.U.S). 
Students' money .=5hoUid :~.ot be 
v.'asted on affil iatioi; to 
N.U.S and : believe strongly 
that students sViould be given 
the right to decide whether 
or not they choo.se to "'oin 
tiie student union. To some 
students it is Juf't a v.'asLe 
of a hard earned $119.b0 per 
semester. 
Surviving thi;.; year has not 
been easy, there have been 
numerous occasions v.'here : 
have wanted to throw in vi-.e 
towel and call it a day. 
Without tl^.e support and 
e.ncourage:nent ot many peopie 
this year would not have 
happened. 
And now for :ny Logies speech 
but-.wh'o "cares... 
..To Angela •Colby and Michelle' ' 
Irving who'knov.'s what would 
have been if you guys had 
won, thanks for putting gup 
with me - my whingeirig and 
helping when needed. 
To fei Iov; ACTION executive 
members Andrew Park, I-iatthev; 
Cavanagh, r^athleen Vromans, 
Air.anda Hausler, Christian 
Rov/an and Ben Wilson all I 
car, say is that there v;ill 
no'/o'" be another ACTIOM and 
thanks for your support. 
To "The General" Mictiael 
Kleinschmidt - thanks for 
saving oi:r arses, for giving 
v:-; a better deai, '.or coming 
our o:' retirement and rriost 
i:iipo::l:anl:iy io'- helping to 
Save the Planet. 
To Kusseli Tho'-as - well I 
hope St.ColurniKin.s are proud, 
Borry we never riaJ tiie Knee 
iiirrh CheB5; Competition, 
than-is ::or Y-O:M: encourage-
inent, support and your crci"i-
ness and for r;eing there. 
To the best, n:0;;t organised 
and funniest C::aii"man of 
Council una Assistant 
Secretary, Dan i-!o::qan, tihanks 
for being there v;;;Gn needed, 
foi: ail the havd wo::k ana 
for giving us the !rc:!St enter-
taining councils ever seen 
(as well as stopping those 
vexatious cornments). 
To the cra;:y kids in acimin 
Arny, Betty, Sladia, Verna and 
Jamie - thank;;, thanks, 
thanks. 
There aro only two other 
people who need thanks - Jody 
Tl!o:npson and Heidi Pieti:ne: . 
No one could ask for two 
better people to spend a year 
with. 
To Heidi - tiiank.s for many 
things, for being there and 
fcr putting u]> with me. 
Activities don't know what 
they will be :r.is.';ing without 
ycu creamy! 
Tc ny terrible tv.dn, ?.v-,' part-
ner in crime, Jody. You 
kept me sane and ir.otivated. 
Ycu h.ave been a fantastic 
friend and colleague. Yo\; 
have been the best president 
in the history of the ;;nion 
arid you will go placei-. 
Thank yov; for eveiything. 
FiTially thank you tc ycv.; the 
students at UG tor giving me 
the chance to represen;. you 
in 1996. 1 look forv.'ard to 
.::or:tini:irig reprei^ '.ent i.ng .Arts 
Students in 1597 as a full 
tiir.e art rep or: coi^ncil. 
To all those yet to come 
good luck! 
Tlianks for the memories, 
Yours in .HCTIOK, 
VJomen's V? Repor t 
The women's Area has been really busy since the la;it report 
published, particularly with Blue Stocking Week at the end of 
August. Thanks to all the collective wo:nen w;:o helped make 
ti:o we('k a success and t::ose 
p e o p l e w:io a t tenc ied tiie even';^ t o c e . e r r a t e wcicen's 
a c h i e v e m e n t s and ac t iv is r r ; in t e ; ' ia:;v e d u c a t i o n . : , o t ' s iiope 
t h a t t h e !r:o::,entu::; ga;:: ieied th ; o;;ql: ov;; c :o lJec ; . ;ve 
orga::isaticn ard participation car: ca:-;\' thrcug:. to 
involveit,ent in ruture camp^ i: gns ar;d act.i v! ti es . 
After Blue Stockv::g Week the eiections took hoid and i.he next 
few weeks v;e:e a biur fo: :ne at ieaf.^ t.. Thunks to the 
excellent work cf Jacquie, v.-ho filled l:\ for ::;e, tne v;o::x;n's 
Feso;;rce ;.ibrary has bein\ :noved tc; the n:v.u;l roo:;; next tc \n.e 
Won;en's Office ana is a ::uic:^  bett.o: space J r. w:"::c:': \:-o o!)ta:n 
inf er:rati or: en issues :'e:evai;t ;:o wc~:nen. I VM.au; yo:: a. : 
(v;oiiien ar.d i.nteiested :nen! tc co:n(; v;p and c::iec;: vt cut. it: 
is opt'" w::e:: the office is-open v/inc;; ;s pi'OVVy :::vic:: Monday 
tc F:iday 9 till 1.30. 
AV t h i s s t a g e t h e r e a r e a l o t of v/o";ei^ c . . ' t t inq a l i t t l e 
e:-:cited iv;or;:ied?) abov;t t h e r ;c t ior : tivat t h e : ietwcrk 0: Women 
S t u d e n t ' s A : : s t r a l v a C o n l e r e n c e - NOWSA - i s t o be n e l d i n 
F r i s b a n e nex t y e a r . I t p : . e s e : i t s at: e x c i t i n g o p p o r t u n i t y t o 
s : :a :e i n f c r i r d t i o : ; or'., and o r g a n i s e a :ound , i s s u e s t h a t ai 'e of 
cor:cern to u s , (such a s t h e gove; n:nent ' s s i a s h e s t o c h i l d 
c a r e s u b s i d y , a t t a c k s on a n t i - a i s c r i m i r : a t i.on p r o v i s i o n , VSU 
and G ' iuca t ion c u t s t o na:::o bu t a f ew) . If yoi; have any 
ideQ:- /Kugges t ionn/ ; : i : i ; e /cnergy v.'..-'d r c a l i y i i k e t o i iear from 
you u p s t a i r s i n t he o f f i c e (pa; t i c u l a r l y v;o:;\en who ;5u;-y.;vec 
t h e 93 conre ; ' ence i iere a t UQ; . 
Another g r e a t o p p o r t u n i t y t o s i i a re i d e a s and b r i n g a t t e n t i o n 
t o i m p o r t a n t i s s u e s i s t h rcug i i i ier e t i c a i . i t r s a book of 
v;o:rien's w r i t i n g on a:;y t o p i c fron: 
c o n t r i i x i t o r s a l l around t h e u n i v e r s i t y v;hich g i v e s women an 
avenue to e x p r e s s o i i r s e i v e s a::d to c o n t : o l our ow:-. < i : - t ic le 
trom s t a r t t o f i n i s h . J li you'() i i k e t o i:ave someti i ing 
p u b l i s h e d or r\ecd more d e t a i l s , p l e a s e c:o:::e s e e us o r piione 
Something t o re:ne:nber i s t i i a t t i ie v;onien's room i s an 
e x c e l l e n t space fo r women t o i"elax in t:;e h i g h l y 
; ; t r e s s f u l t ime of exains and a s s i g n m e n t s . P l e a s e feel I ; ee to 
COK.Q up a t a t y t ime and !;:ake you: s e l f a c o f f e e o;' t e a a:id use 
you r women-only s p a c e . You w i l i fir;d t ; ; a t yoi; avi' not t h e 
o::ly one al)ouL t o t e a r yov;r h a i ; out !-H'ca:ise yo;;; a s s :g:i:nent 
yei: i i a v e n ' t i;eej: 
t o o:;e ; t ; : ig le 
i e c i . vne : 
V E a :;; : tonth la nr.c. vov;:' e:<a:;:'s to:ro; :CiW ar;i. 
Luke Myers 
Union Sec r e t a r y . 
S i n c e t h i s in p r o b a b l y the i as t . : ss : :e of ;;e;i.p*,-: : o : t.n.ts y e a r 
t h e r e ' s a coup i e cf t : : i n a s t o :;.e!;!. i vi;:. F i r s t l y , 
c o n g r a t u l a t i o n s everyone who, d; : r :ng t h e e i e c t i ^ H i s , p i a y e d 
any p a r t in ir.aking t:he Union a ! ) e t t e : p i a c o next, yea: - i t 
seems the hcird work and be l i ( ; f in t h ' ' U;iion iias p a i d off anti 
s t u d e n t s v;ilf Ivopefui ly have t : ; e ; i t a i t h ! e s i e : e d . ;-;eco;^diy, 
t h i s y e a r has been : -eaI iy s t : ' a n g e a;vd w i t h o u t t he e x c e l l e n t 
babes in t he wonten's a r e a (wiio a i i know wivo ti ;ey a r e ) 1 would 
liavo goT^e c r a z y , s c t h a n k s . L a s t l y , a:;d ! w i l i be ! :>ieasantiy 
s u v p r i s e d i t t h i s i s p u b i i s h e d , .1 am r e a l l y l o o k i n g 
forward to a l e a l v;o:;\en's e d i t i o n ivext veai ! I i 
Cynthia Kennedy 
- VP Women's Fqttal Opf^ort:;;ni tv 
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